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This thesis consists of an annotated reconstruction of a
manuscript of al-Labli's Washy al-Hulal and an introductory volume.
The introduction falls into three main sections, the first being a
study of the Andalusian grammatical tradition. The main conclusions
here are as follows:
1. The analysis of Arabic grammar up to the 13th century AD
confirms the view that the school of Basra relied on Saina*.
2. This analysis also confirms that the school of Kufa relied on
analogy.
3. As regards the so-called Baghdad! school, the work shows that
it cannot in fact be considered a school because it does.not have an
identifiable methodology, and is based on the Eufan and Ba§ran
schools without any underlying philosophy.
4. As regards the so-called Andalus! school:
(i) It is concluded that there is none, for like the Baghdad!
school it has no underlying philosophy. This view is
based on an examination of 'Andalusian1 grammar which
appears to confirm that it made no original or distinctive
contribution to grammar, but borrowed without any under¬
lying methodology.
(ii) In the writings of Ibn Mada', it is found that as regards
the ''Amll', Ibn Mada' does not make clear the logical
basis on which he, the speaker, selects different
inflexions. In other words, the 'Imil is not the verb
itself but is a sort of Maias (metaphor). As regards
V
Taodxr and Ta>wxl. it is agreed that while overuse is
self-defeating, they are essential for the understanding
of certain texts. As far as causality is concerned, the
view of other commentators is confirmed, namely, that as
a universal phenomenon, it must apply to language as well.
Secondly, the life and works of az-Zajjajx are studied, with
particular reference to Al-Jumal, whose verses were the subject of
al-Labll1s commentary in Washy al-Hulal.
The third section is a study of al-Lablx. In order to place
him in a historical context, the political, social and intellectual
climate of al-Andalus up to the 13th century AD is examined. The
general conclusion is that in spite of considerable unrest,
al-Andalus continued to make cultural progress. Following this,
there is an exami nation of scholars of al-Andalus, who were teachers
of al-Lablx, and of others from Damascus and Cairo. A study of
al-Lablx's students and works follows this. Only three works,
including Washy al-Hulal survive. Particular attention is also
paid to Bughyat al-Amal. where considerable numbers of mistakes are
found in the published edition. The discussion of Washy al-Eulal
indicates that al-Lablx took a critical approach to former scholars,
but appears to have had no original ideas himself. Unfortunately
he also sometimes copies without acknowledging sources, and
occasionally gives a faulty attribution. Nevertheless, he is an
excellent commentator and was an influential teacher.
The major part of the thesis is a reconstruction of a unique
vi
manuscript of Vfashy al-Hulal including:
(i) correction of spelling and grammar
(ii) inflexional signs
(iii) references
(iv) quotations unacknow 1edged by al-Labli
(v) correction of other faults made by scribes




The system used for transliterating Arabic is that used by
the Department of Arabic at Edinburgh University.
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The revival of the literary heritage of the Arab nation has now
become an important task, carried out by all the Arabs in their
respective countries with due encouragement in order to reunify it
after long dispersion.
A good number of scholars in Islamic and Arabic Studies have
become active in researching and editing this heritage. As a result,
the Arabic library has been enriched by the addition of many basic
works on various literary and scientific subjects.
There is no doubt that the task of reviving the Arabic literary
heritage is an indispensable though difficult one. We ought not to
freeze our heritage or limit ourselves to it alone. It should be a
link between our present and past. We should also extract from that
heritage everything favourable for our cultural revival and expected
future. It also reveals for us the achievements of our ancestors,
thus increasing our self-confidence and aspiration for a worthy place
among awakening nations. It also strengthens the traditional ties
between the Arabs and unifies their feelings towards their common
causes and problems. However small my own contribution to this
general national enterprise may be, I hope that it may be of some
significance in its field.
My task has been to carry out research into the Washy al-Hulal
fl Sharh Abyat al-Jumal of Sadr ad-Din ash-Shayk Ahmad b. Yusuf b. 'All
b. Ya'qub al-Fihrl al-Labll. This has proved a difficult and at times
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onerous undertaking but it is hoped that some measure of success has
been achieved in attaining this objective, and that the result will
be of value to scholars working in this field.
The thesis is divided into two parts consisting of an annotated
edition of the text in two volumes with critical apparatus indices
etc., and an introductory volume. This introduction falls into three
main sections dealing respectively with the grammatical tradition of
Islamic Spain up to and including the seventh century A.H. (thirteenth
century A.D.), the life and works of az-Zajjajl, the verses quoted in
whose Jumal are the subject of al-Labll's commentary and the life
and works of al-Labll himself. This is followed by a detailed study
of the tfashy al-Hulal and a bibliography.
Since the subject of this study is the grammatical work of an
AndalusI scholar, it has been considered appropriate to introduce the
subject by examining the various grammatical schools and the
differences in their methodology. The study is therefore introduced
by a brief comment on the grammatical school of Basra which, it has
been shown, depended on Sama*, then the Kufan school is examined and
seen to rely on analogy, even though the latter may be contradicted
by Sama*. It has been seen that these two deserve to be called
schools in view of the basic difference in their methodology. As
for the so called BaghdadI School, it has been found that, in fact,
it is no more than an amalgam of the Kufan and Ba§ran schools, with
no underlying philosophy. The position maintained in this introduction
is that the fact that some grammarians borrowed from both schools
does not justify the term 'school' being granted to them since it is
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only reasonable to regard such borrowing as constituting a school if
it is based on an identifiable methodology which is systematically
followed through.
Secondly, the so called Andalus! school is discussed. The
history of grammatical studies in Al-Andalus i3 reviewed. It is
pointed out that these studies began with the study of literary texts,
particularly the Qur' an, but that the scientific study of grammar in
Al-Andalus was begun by Judi b. 'Uthman (198/813) who was a scholar
of both Kufan and Ba§ran grammar. It is seen that there is no ground
for the claim that in Al-Andalus, Kufan grammar was introduced first;
in fact, both schools came to be known at the same time.
Next, an attempt is made to show the development which the
introduction of the Kitab of Slbawayhi brought about. The scholars
who commented on it, explained it or memorized it, are all mentioned.
Those who criticized it are mentioned as well as those who defended
it.
It is found that about 40 books on Slbawayhi were compiled in
Al-Andalus compared to only 25 in Iraq and no more than 4 in Egypt.
It is also found that any claim for the existence of an AndalusI
school is groundless and that no difference can be shown between the
Baghdad! way of borrowing and that of the Andalusls. It is clear
that if the name can be justified for any of these, each country
deserves the name of a school on the same basis.
Further biographical notes are given about the Andalus! scholars
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together with some of their grammatical views. Among these, it is
found that Ibn Malik was very prominent during the 7th century in
having enriched grammatical studies. He is shown to have been
inclined to Kufan grammar and also to have been of the opinion that
Hadxth could be used as evidence -whereas Abu IJayyan believed that
since Hadith was not quoted literally, it was not to be used for
grammatical evidence.
The efforts of AndalusI scholars are then summarized in seven
points. This is followed by an assessment of Ibn Mada' and his
theory expounded in his Ar-Radd 'ala n-Nuhat which is based on
refuting the concepts of 'linil, Taqdir (assumption) and Ta'wil
(paraphrase). It is explained that attributing the effect to the
' Ami 1 is only a kind of Ha.iaz (metaphor). Even if we concede to
Ibn MacLa' that the speaker is the person who is responsible for the
different inflexions, it still remains to be explained on what
logical basis every speaker does so.
As for Taqdir and Ta'wil, it is noted that although over-use
of these notions is self-defeating, certain texts can hardly be
understood without some Taqdir and Ta'wil. Next, the problem of
causality ('ilia) is discussed and it is found that in grammar as
well as in all other disciplines some degree of causality is
essential. It is seen that although his book Ar-Radd 'ala n-Nuhat
was received at first with great enthusiasm among scholars of
language and literature when a modern edition appeared, it soon
became clear that his views were open to great criticism.
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This is followed by a discussion of Az-Zajjajl, the author of
al-Jumal. whose shawahid were the central theme of al-Labli's study.
Az-Zajjaji's teachers and students are mentioned as well as his
compilations. The latter are examined individually with reference
to their content and the availability of each in manuscript or book
form. It is found that of his 18 books five have been edited,
seven are known to be extant but six are lost. Afterwards, especial
attention is given to his book al-Jumal in view of its importance
and fame. The book, understandably, received great attention as it
is simple and uncomplicated by grammatical controversies. No wonder,
then, that 120 commentaries were written on it.
Next I have studied the political, social and intellectual life
of al-Andalus up to the seventh century of the Hijra (corresponding
to the 13th century A.D.) in order to explain the background and
heritage of scholars who lived in that period. The political life
of that era was very turbulent because of the movement towards the
Spanish recovery of al-Andalus. The period concerned could be dated
from the battle of al-'Iqab (Las Navas de Tolosa) in 609A.H./1212 A.D.
This led to the deterioration of social life, which has been studied
both before the battle of al-'Iqab and after, with the aim of
clarifying the picture. In studying the intellectual life, I have
come to the conclusion that despite the upheavals, al-Andalus
continued to make cultural progress.
This is followed by a biography of al-Labll, investigating
his name, agnomen, descent, date of birth and month of death and
his home town of Labia (liiebla), mentioning its geographic location
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and. its distinctive features. I have pointed out that al-Labll did
not spend all his life there and have suggested that it is most
probable that his journey from Labia may be dated to the year 655/
1257 after the Spaniards had captured his home town. I have then
mentioned al-Labll's journey to the East, enumerating the countries
he has visited and the welcome he received. I have also mentioned
his teachers, their lives, works and students in a similar way.
I have listed al-Labll's works, giving particular attention
to his Bughyat al-lmal and drawing attention to the deficiencies in
the printed edition, and to the existence of a contemporary copy
written one year before the death of al-Labll, and to the TuJjfat
al-flSa.id, which al-Maymanx proposed to edit but died before completing
his plan. The rest of al-Labll's works have not reached us,
constituting, thus, a loss for the Arabic library. One of these
works is al-Imla' 'ala al-Jumal, which has been mentioned in Washy
al-ifelal several times but is not referred to in other sources.
I have dedicated one chapter to a study of Washy al-qulal and
pointed out that studies of this kind were not limited to grammar and
its evidence but included philology, singing and rhetoric as well as
other branches of knowledge. Al-Labli did not take the doctrines
of preceding scholars for granted. He had a critical approach and
has expressed his own views in respect of many problems. I have
outlined his method of commentary on the shahid, (evidence), which he
has divided into three parts:language, meaning and inflection. He
always gives the names of poets and mentions any possible disagreement
on the authorship of some verses. However, I have pointed out that
he copies, sometimes, other scholars without a due reference to
them, while misattributing quotations in other cases.
The manuscript which is the basis of the present research is
unique and contains many errors, which an attempt has been made to
rectify. Some account has been given of the manuscript, together
with a statement of the date when it was copied, the owner and the
person in whose library it was originally kept.
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CHAPTER I
GRAMMATICAL STUDIES III ISLAMIC SPAIH
It has become a common practice in modern times, no doubt under
European influence, to use the term inadrasa (or school) in place of
madhhab, and so people speak of the Ba§ran school of grammar, or
the Kufan school of grammar and so forth. This raises the question
as to whether the term madrasa, having superseded the term madhhab,
has any different meaning. The term originally refers to a body of
'ulama' who issued their proceedings according to certain established
sources and specific methodologies, so that we can speak of a
MalikI madhhab in jurisprudence, an Ash'arl madhhab in kalam. and
so forth. However, the implications of the term madhhab became so
extended as to include every group of thinkers who possess some
common characteristics regardless of the field, for example
literature or fine arts and it came to be applied quite early on to
the rival groups of grammarians based in Basra and Kufa. When we
come to consider the way in which modern Arab writers on grammar use the
the term madrasa, we are forced to the conclusion that the latter
term is used purely as a synonym for the earlier madhhab. In this
they do no more than follow Fltlgel who employed the term Schule
(l)
as long ago as 1862. We follow this practice in the present
discussion, but it should be borne in mind that the word "school"'
is not used in the technical sense that it has, for example, in
modern linguistics.
Shax^ql l^ayf an ki3 Al-Madaris an-Nahwiyva has posited the
1. G.L. Flilgel, Die Grammatischen Schulen des Araber, Leipzig 1862.
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existence of no fewer than five schools of Arab grammarians; the
Basran, the Kufan, the Baghdad!, the Andalus! and the Egyptian.
However, a careful study of Shawq! Dayf's arguments would suggest
strongly that the term "school", as defined above, can be applied
only to the Basrans and Kufans. The only distinctive feature of the
other groups of grammarians is the geographical area in which they
were brought up or worked. The material used and the classifications
adopted by these grammarians derive from either the Basran or Kufan
school of grammar, and the views which are attributed to these other
schools can be directly traced back to Ba§ran or Kufan origins. Basra
and Kufa can be singled out as being original, because grammar did
in fact originate there, or more accurately it had its origins first
in Basra and later on in the Kufan school and developed through the
efforts of Slbawayhi (Basran) and of al-Kisa'I (Kufan). The Kufan
school was to develop its own distinct methodology and framework of
reference. The most reliable view is that grammar was founded by
Abu 1-Aswad al-Du'all^ (d. 69/688). As for Kufan grammar, it
began about the middle of the second century.
As mentioned above, Kufan grammar had its origin in the Basran
school when al-Kisa'I departed from Kufa to study grammar at Basra
under al-Khalll b. Ahmad and Tunus b. IJabib and studied the book
(2)
of Slbawayhi under al-Akhfash. It is worth mentioning that the
foundation of the Kufan school is also attributed in part to
al-Farra', but his role was a minor one in comparison to that of
1. 'All an-Najd! Nasif, Abu 1-Aswad ad-Du'ali. p.149.
2. Az-Zabldl, 'y aba a at an-Hahwiyyin. p. 138
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al-Kisa'I since he did not depart from the hook of Slbawayhi.
The most important differences between these two schools of grammar
can be summarized as follows.
The pioneers of the Basran school used to abide by strict
rules of investigation. When establishing a grammatical principle
they appealed to no source other than the nomadic beduin who lived
away from urban settlements, so as to guard against the possibility
of external distorting influences. They therefore drew their
evidence from the tribes of Qays, Tamxm and Asad and parts of
Tayyi' and Kinana, but refused to accept residents of areas
- (2)
adjoining or other regions, like Lakhm and Judham. A good example
to illustrate this strictness is that of Abu 'Amr Ibn al-'Ala'; it
is reported of al-Asma4! that he said, "I have listened to Abu 'Amr
(3)
for ten years, and never heard him appealing to an Islamic verse",
for Abu 'Amr considered Islamic poets an unacceptable authority
for knowledge about the pure language because Islam combined Arabs
and non-Arabs of different countries, which would possibly introduce
distorting influences into their poetry.
On the other hand, the scholars of Kufa adopt a less strict
strategy in their investigations, and they did not refrain from
appealing to incomplete or fragmentary evidence; that is why there
(4)
is a marked tendency towards generating rules and sub-rules. For
1. Abu-t-Tayyib, Karatib an-Hahwiwin, p.86, Tabaqat an-Nahwivyfn. p.143.
2. As-Suyu^i, Al-Huzhir, vol.1, p.211.
3. Tabaqat an-Nahwiyyxn, p.33.
4. As-Suyu£l, Ham' al-Eawami', vol.1, p.45.
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example, they adduce evidence for the possibility of putting the
subject (fa'il) before the verb (fi'l) by appealing to the verses
of az-Zabba':
ma li- '1-jimali mashyuha wa'ida
ajandalan yahmilna am l^adlda^^
their argument being that the word mashvuha is the fall and that
wa'ida is here a verb, used as such for emphasis (mubalagha). It is
perhaps a good indication of the way that our thinking is influenced
by the Ba§ran approach that the above explanation strikes the reader
as perverse. The Ba§rans would say that mashyuha is a mubtada' whose
khabar has been suppressed and that wa'ida. is a hal which takes
the place of a khabar. the sense of the verse thus being ma li-
l-.iimali mashyuha vazharu wa'ida. In this way they interpreted all
uncommon and isolated evidence, and when they failed to make it
accord to their generally accepted rules they considered such
evidence as anomalous and ineligible for analogical argument. Hence
they justified deduction only on the basis of the more widespread and
generally accepted evidence which as such is more representative
and reliable in the development of grammatical rules. The traces of
this approach are recurrent in the book of Slbawayhi where he
(2)
continually draws attention to artificial and unreliable evidence.
It is possible that Abu «Amr b. al-'Ala' was the pioneer of this
1. Al-AshmunI, Hanha.i as-Salik (Sharh). vol.2, p. 105; Al-'Aynl,
AI-Maqasid an-Nahwiyya« vol.2, p.448; Al-Azharl, at-Tasrih.
vol.1, p.271.
2. Al-Kitab. vol.1, pp.336, 337.
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approach; one day he was asked whether the rules which he had laid
down included all the speech of the Arabs. Ee said, "No." Then he
was asked how he would regard his differences with other Arabs who
were true authorities. He replied that he would base his work on
the most common, and consider differences of other Arabs as
dialects.
Probably the main reason for the Kufans' satisfaction with
less solidly grounded evidence was that they had been more concerned
with the study of the Qur'an than the Basrans, and this made them
more cautious in the use of logical appraisal and interpretation of
texts, even if the texts were works of poets. The Kufan readiness
to use analogy on the basis of a single, perhaps doubtful, example
is responsible for the main drawback of their system, in which they
accept both the uncommon and the more common, and so build up a
massive structure for grammar with too many branches.
The Basrans on the other hand were more restrained in their
use of analogy; although they use it regularly, they will always
prefer evidence taken direct from Beduin informants (sama') where
this is available. The main weakness of their approach is their
excessive use of interpretation (ta'wil) which at times leads to
forced and far-fetched interpretations where a more straightforward
interpretation would be sufficient.
The Basrans used to rely more on sama' than on analogy whereas
1. Tabaaat an-Nahwiyyin, p.34.
the Kufans accepted analogy when it was contradicted by sama*.
Thus we see Kufans absolutely prohibiting the precedence of the
predicate over the inchoative, so that the implied pronoun of the
predicate should not precede the inchoative. Considering the example
the phrase Ca'imun Zaydun, they assume that there is a pronoun
connected with Qa'imun referring to Zaydun, and as the pronoun
cannot precede Zaydun when in a sentence of this kind they deny that
such an expression is good Arabic, and refuse to accept it even
though they have sama* for it. In the view of other grammarians,
oa'imun is to be regarded as an inverted predicate of the type found
in the well-established proverb fi baytihi yu'ta '1-hakam whose
original structure should be al-hakamu .yu'ta fi baytih. Thus it
can be said that Basran grammar had its basic foundation and
methodology which were different from those of the Kufans and we
can securely conclude that grammar had tofo schools, one at Ba§ra and
(2)
another at Kufa. We now turn to the question of the so-called
BaghdadI school.
It is worth mentioning that grammar reached a stage of maturity
and that its structure had been more or less established by the
efforts of al-Khalll b. Ahmad and Sibawayhi at the end of the second
century. Hence the latecomers of the third century did not find much
to add either to the Basran or the Kufan schools. They merely
concentrated on thoroughly studying the findings of these two schools,
1. Al-Insaf, vol.1, p.65
2. 'Abd ar-Rahman as-Sayyid, Madrasat al-Basra an-Hahwiwa.
pp.154, 164, and Shawqx Bayf, AI-Kadaris an-Hahwiyya. p. 159.
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reporting the agreements and differences within their hooks without
adhering to a particular approach. Compilation and selection were
the rule, each with his relative inclination towards either of the
two schools, some taking equal shares of each school while others
took more from the Basrans, which has had a higher rate of circulation
than the Kufan school throughout history. It is not justifiable to
consider such a mixture an independent school having its own approach
and methodology. They are exactly like those who study the debates
between Slbawayhi and al-Kisa'I, when the most they could do was to
compile the works of these two men, subjecting them to a critical
review. There seem to be no valid reasons for proposing the
existence of a so-called BaghdadI school of grammar, for there is
no difference between the grammar which was taught there and that
taught anywhere else, and it has been based only on a process of
compilation and selection with no single underlying philosophy.
It now remains to ask about the source of the nomenclature
which speaks of the BaghdadI and the other two alleged schools. It
seems that this habit of referring to a BaghdadI school originated
with some grammarians who are described in their classification as
BaghdadI, and this has presumably been taken by the multi-school
advocates to mean the existence of a BaghdadI school side by side
with the Bagran and Kufan schools, and by analogy they started to
speak of an Egyptian or AndalusI school without identifying any
real differences between them.
We may also ask who these Baghdadls are to whom reference is
usually made* They are a group of Eufans who moved to Baghdad and
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and settled there and who were engaged in the instruction and
education of caliphs' sons and those of the other notables,
attending their gatherings and receiving their gifts, while another
group remained in Kufa due to their own circumstances. cfcXvorV^rcA .
the Basrans did not win the same magnanimity from the caliphs which
their Kufan rivals did, for the simple reason that Kufa was nearer
to Baghdad, and so the Kufans were the first to move there, and
moreover it had some pleasant associations for the 'Abbasid dynasty;
in it was first made allegiance to as-Saffah, and for some time it
remained the capital of the state. As for Basra, it witnessed the
rise of Ibrahim b. 'Abd Allah b. al-Hasan, who claimed the• 9
caliphate for his brother Muhammad, a member of the Ahl al-Bavt
(the family of the Prophet) and he was supported by a great number
of the Basrans so that it fell completely under his command together
with the regions of Wasi-J; and Ahwaz^ and for this reason Basra
was regarded with some disfavour almost from the beginning of the
'Abbasid period. Prom the above it follows that the Kufan
grammarians had virtually two different centres, some of them being
related to Baghdad and others to Kufa, and this has led some
authorities to differentiate between the settlers in Baghdad, whom
they called Baghdadls, and those in Kufa. Evidence for this is
formed in many anecdotes. Por example, Al-Akhfash said about
Slbawayhi when the latter left Baghdad after his debate with
al-Kisa'I , "He invited me, so I came to him and he informed me about
(2)his story with the Baghdad!."x Who is the Baghdad! referred to?
1. Mufiammad al-Khuflari.Huha.darat Tar!kh al-Umam al-Islamiwa. pp. 31,76.
2. fabaqat an-Nahwiwin, p.71.
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It can only be al-Kisa'I, the shaykh of Kufan grammarians.
Al-Mubarrid said, "I could not see any better book of the
Baghdadis than that of Ta'qub b. as-Sikkit in logic" Ibn
(2)
as-Sikkit was a Kufan.
Ibn Jinni said, "If anybody claims that the inchoative is in
the nominative because of the dhikr (i.e. pronoun) which refers to
it, I would say 'this is the Kufan saying.'" Then he repeats the
same sentence elsewhere saying, "Baghdadis say, 'The noun is in
the nominative because of the dhikr which refers to it.'", meaning
(3)
by Baghdadis Kufan grammarians.
Moreover, according to Ibn Jinni the doctrine of the Kufans
is that the second letter of every word which contains a guttural
(fralqi) letter may be vocalised with a fatha even though there is
(4)
no sama', as with ba^r and bahar. He later returns to this point
saying,
"We have mentioned above the giving of
a fatfra to the guttural letter when it is
originally quiescent and when it follows
a fatha, and have mentioned the difference
between our opinion and that of the Baghdadis
1. Wafayat a1-A'van, vol.1, p.310.
2. Ibn an-Nadim. Al-Fihrist. p.79.
3. Ibn Jinni, Al-Khasa'i^, vol.1, p.199.
4. fbn Jinni, Al-Huhtasab, vol.1, p.34.
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on this point. I follow their view on
this point and do not follow the view of
our friends."
By comparing the above two remarks, it appears that the
Baghdadls of whom Ibn Jinni speaks are in fact Kufans.
Thus we seem justified in saying that there are only two schools
of grammar, Basran and Kufan. As for the rest, they are not eligible
to be called schools but merely indicate a region for reference.
Hence it is possible to speak of grammar in Baghdad, or to speak of
its 'ulama', or to speak of the grammarians of Andalus or Egyptian
grammarians, and so forth.
Grammar in Andalus
Little is known of the beginning of the study of grammar in
al-Andalus. It is reasonable to assume that the same factors which
provided the impetus for the development of grammatical studies in
Ba§ra and Kufa - the need to understand the meaning of the Qur'an,
particularly in the light of legal and doctrinal controversies, and
the need to preserve the language from corruption in a milieu in
which non-Arabic speakers were numerically predominant - were
equally present in Islamic Spain. In addition, the relative isolation
of al-Andalus from the major intellectual centres of the Islamic
world can only have served to strengthen the need for the develop¬
ment of a local tradition of scholarship.
1. Al-Muhtasab. vol.2, p.166.
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To quota Ahmad Amln,
"The study of grammar started in Andalusia,
as in the East, as casual comments on
selected words and phrases and explanatory
notes on semantic or grammatical problems;
examples of this are to be found in Mubarrid's
al-Kami. 1 and al-Qali' s Arnali. Then certain
grammatical problems were tackled individually
as in the case of Qali's^"^ work on the verbs
fa'altu and af'altu and the Maq^ur and the
(2)
Mamdud. Likewise, Ibn al-Qutiyya wrote a
book on af'al. Later when the books of
al-Kisa'I and Slbawayhi were introduced in
Andalusia, the scholars in Andalusia started
to compile books on grammar as a wholesome
(3)
discipline which comprises various chapters."
Shawql IJayf observes:
"As the Umayyad dynasty flourished in
Andalusia, a class of teachers (Mu'addibun)
appeared and they started to teach young
people in Cordoba and other cities the rules
1. Isma'Il ibn al-Qasim, died 356/966, as-Suyutl, Bughyat al-Wu'at,
vol.1, p.453.
2. Kuhammad ibn 'Ulnar, died 367/977, ibid., vol.1, p.>98.
3. Ahmad Amln, Zuhr al-Islam. vol.Ill, p.91.
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of the Arabic language through studying
and discussing literary texts. The motive
was mainly to preserve the Qur'an and
maintain the standards of correct recitation.
Hence the great majority of these scholars
were reciters of the Qur'an, who usually
visited the East and brought back with them
all the rules of recitation just as they used
to teach the various rules of Arabic."
The same view is expressed by Sa'xd al-Afghanx:
"The study of grammar in Andalusia followed
similar steps to those followed in the East.
The scholars started by teaching literary
texts where their study normally involved
lexicography, literature, syntax, morphology
and also Qur'an and Tradition. Gradually
the different disciplines started to branch
(2)
out and take independent shape."
Khadija al-^adithi also supports this view:
"The grammarians of Andalusia were usually
from among the reciters of Qur'an and the
1. Al-Kadaris al-Nahwiyya, p.288.
2. Sa'xd al-Afghanx, Hazarat fx 1-Lugha'inda Ibn ffazrn. pp. 9, 10.
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jurists and the Mu'addibun. They did
not possess any distinguishing marks."^
As for the various stages which the study of grammar went
through, Amin as-Sayyid notes that there were altogether three
stages: first, the formulation and gathering of the rules; this
stage lasted from the conquest of Andalusia to the 11th century/
5th Hijra century. The second stage was the golden age of grammar
which was during the 12th and 13th centuries (sixth and seventh
(2)
Hijra centuries). Finally came the stage of disintegration.v y It
seems that he refers by this final stage to the mass emigration of
scholars from Andalusia.
The scientific study of grammar in al-Andalus started with JudI
b. 'Uthman al-Abs! who died in 198/813. He set out to the east and
attended the teachings of al-Kisa'I, and ar-Riyashl, and it is
reported that JudI wrote a book of grammar and that he took al-Kisa'I's
(3)
book home with him.
It may be noted that we do not find any source who mentions the
name of the above book or that JudI combined the Ba§ran and Kufan
grammars. Nevertheless al-Kisa'I is the pioneer of the Kufan school,
but ar-Riyashl studied with al-Mubarrid and Ibn Durayd and read the
1. Khadlja al-IJadlthl, Abu ffayyan an-NahwI. p.313.
2. Amin as-Sayyid, Al-Itti.iahat an-Nahwivya fl 1-Andalus (thesis),
p. 220.
3. Bughyat al-Wu'at. vol.1, p.490.
book of Sibawayhi under al-Mazini.^^ Perhaps what had. led to the
belief that al-Aiidalus paid more attention at first to Kufam
grammar than to Ba§ran was the fact that Judi took al-Kisa'i's book
(2)
with him to al-Andalus. However, this belief does not stand
examination. ¥hy otherwise should Judi have studied grammar under
a Kufan and a Basran when he could have dispensed with one of them?
Thus, we can claim that al-Andalus took care of both schools at the
same time and that Judi b. 'Uthman was the first pioneer.
The study of grammar continued to flourish in al-Andalus, and
entered upon its next stage of development with the appearance of
Muhammad b. Musa al-Afshln (d.300/92l), who was devoted to
literature and history. He did not satisfy himself with studying
in al-Andalus but travelled to the east and visited Egypt where he
found Ahmad b. Ja'far ad-Daynuri who was an outstanding grammarian.
Al-Afshin read the book of Sibawayhi under this man who himself read
(3)
it under al-Mazini. Among al-Afshin's works, none of which
unfortunately are extant, are ^abaqat al-Kuttab and Shawahid al-B[ukm.
We do not know when the Kitab Sibawayhi entered al-Andalus. Judi
and, as seen above, al-Afshin had studied it in the East. Vie are
told, however, that as soon as the book of Sibawayhi entered
al-Andalus and people heard about it they were very much impressed
by the precision of its style, its method of presentation and its
1. Bughvat al-Wu'at. vol.11, p.27.
2. Al-Kadaris an-Hahwiyya, p.289.
3. Bughyat al-Wu'at, vol.1, p.252.
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richness. So they kept studying it over and. reciting it.
Among those who interpreted the book of Sibawayhi or used it
as a basis for argument are Abu Bakr Muhammad b.al-^asan az-Zubaydx
al-lshbxlx (d. 379/989 in some reports)Ahmad b. Ibban al-Andalusx
(d. 382/992), Abu Nasr Harun b Musi. al-Qur^ubx (d. 40l/l010),
Yusuf b. Sulayman ash-Shantamarx known as al-A'lam (d. 476/1083),
Abu al-IJasan 'All b. A^mad known as Ibn al-Badhash (d. 528/1133),
Abu Bakr Muhammad b. Kas'ud al-Khishni al-Andalusx (d.544/1149),
Muhmaddam b. Ahmad b. Hisham al-Lakhmx as-Sabtl (d. 557/ll6l or
after) and Abu al-§asan 'All b. Muhammad known as Ibn Kharuf
al-Andalusi (d. approx. 609/1212).
Among those who either criticized it or defended it are Abu
al-ljasan Sulayman b. Muhammad al-Malaql known as Ibn at-'Jarawa
(d. 528/1133) and Abu al-§asan 'All b. Maijmud al-lshbxlx known as
Ibn ad-Da'i', (d. 680/l28l). Among those who abstracted its rules
was Abu Hayyan Muhammad b. Yusuf al-Andalusx al-GharnaJx (d. 745/
1344). There are others who went beyond studying the book and
analyzing it, by committing it to memory, like Abu al-Qasim
Ibrahim b. 'TJthman al-Qayrawanx (d. 346/1345), Abu al-Qasim Khalaf
b. Yunus al-Andalusx ash-Shantarxnx (d. 532/1137), Abu 'Imir b.
•Abdullah b. Yahya al-lshbxlx (d. about 556/ll60) and Muhammad b.
Hajjaj al-lshbxlx, who was known as Ibn al-Mu$rifx (d. about 706/
1306).
'All an-Najdx Nasif, Sxbawayhi. Imam an-Nuhat, p.192.
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Slbawayhi's book effected a grammatical renaissance in
al-Andalus and its Maghrib neighbours. It was more appreciated by
the _^ulama' in those regions than anywhere else. If one refers to
Bughyat al-Wu'at and Kashf az-Zunun. tracing the different studies
related to Sibawayhi, he will find that al-Andalus and its
neighbourhood had the greatest share, forty in all, and al-'Iraq
had about twenty-five, while Egypt had only four. This contrast
is not really strange, because the centre of the khilafa had been
the east and it was the target of most migration. In the west
there was another Arabian rival state with its own civilization.
Hence, the race was confined to these two states, and al-Andalus
had the greater share. It would be worthwhile to introduce some
of the pioneers of Arabic who enriched both linguistics and grammar,
but they would certainly outnumber the capacity of this review. We
shall, however, in chronological order, select those whose
reputation was especially great:
(2)
1. Ar-RabbaijI, Muhammad b. Yahya b. *Abd as-Salam al-Azdl.
His origin is from Jayyan. He was renowned for his inferential
precision and analogical skill,, He travelled to the East, and
learned from Ibn al-A'rabl and others. He was also entrusted
with the education of al-Mughlra b. an-Na§ir li-Ian Allah.
He studied the book of Sibawayhi, reading and interpreting it
to his students. He died in 353/964.
1.
2.
Sibawayhi Imam an-Nuhat. pp.192-193
Bughyat al-Wu'at, vol.L, p.262.
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2. Al-A'lam, Yusuf b. Sulayman ash-Shantanarx^ ^ He was
knowledgeable in language, and the art of orthography. He
taught Sxbawayhi's book on the authority of Ibn al-AflxlI,
and recited it to his students in a simplified way. He
interpreted the Jumal of az-Zajjajx, and the six dxwans of the
Jahilx poets Imru' al-Qays, Zuhayr, an-Habigha, 'Alqama, 'Jarafa
and 'Antara. He died in the year 476/1083.
(2)
3. Ibn Sxda, 'Alx b. Ahmad b. Sxda. He was a competent linguist,
and a famous grammarian, fond of reporting poetry. He is the
author of two major lexicons, al-Hukhas^a^ and al-Huhkam.
The former was arranged according to meanings, and the latter
in order. He interpreted the Kitab Slbawayhi and
the I^lafy al-HanfrLq of Ibn as-Sikkxt and al-I^anasa. He died
in the year 458/1065.
(3)
4. Ibn Hada', Ahmad Ibn 'Abd ar-Raijman b. Muhammad. He learned
from 'Abd ar-Rahman b. Muhammad, who was known as Ibn ar-Rammak.
The latter was also an authority on the Book of Sxbawayhi and
taught it to Ibn al-Mada' who studied under him other books of
grammar and language, as did many others. Some of his books are
Tanzxh al-Qur'an 'amma la Yalio bi-l-Bayan, and in grammar
al-Hashriq and ar-Radd 'ala an-Nahat. The latter is the
best known of his books to which we shall refer shortly.
1. Bughyat al-Wu'at, vol.11, p.356.
2. Ibid.. vol.11, p.143.
3. Ibid.. vol.1, p.323.
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5. rbn Kharuf, 'All b. Muhammad, b. 'All al-Andalusx.^ He was
renowned for his careful scholarship and made some contributions
to the science of ugul. He taught grammar in different
countries. He learned from Ibn IJahir, and interpreted the
Kitab Sxbawavhi and the Jumal of az-Zajjajx, and was the author
of another book, al-Fara'id. He was involved in debates with
as-Suhayll. He died in 609/1212.
(2)6. Ash-Shalawbxn. He was 'Umar b. Muhammad b. 'Umar al-Ishbxlx.
He was the leading authority of his time on Arabic. He learned
from as-Suhaylx and Ibn Bashkuwal. He had a wide-spread fame
which attracted students towards him. In fact most of the
educated Andalusxs learned from him, either directly or
indirectly. He somposed his book at-Tawfri'a in grammar,
commented upon Sxbawayhi's Book and produced two interpretations
of the Juzuliyya of al-Juzulx. He died in the year 640/1242.
(3)
7. Ibn 'Ugfur, 'All b. Mu'min b. Muhammad al-Ishbxlx. He was
the major authority on Arabic in his time in al-Andalus. He
learned from ad-Dabbaj and ash-Shalawbxn. He taught in
different countries and was known for his patience and
persistence in research. He restricted his studies entirely
to grammar. His writings include al-Humti' fx-t-Tasrxf.
Sharh al-Juzuliyya of al-Juzulx, three commentaries on al-Jumal
1. Bughyat al-Wu'at. vol.11, p.203.
2. Ibid.. vol.11, p.224.
3. Ibid.. vol.11, p.210.
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and. Hukhtasar al-Muhtasab. He died in 669/1270.
8. Ibn Malik, Muhammad b. 'Abd Allah b. Malik at-'Ja'x al-Jayyanx; ^
he was the undisputed leading grammarian of the seventh century.
He learned from as-Sakhawx at Damascus, and from al-Hasan b.
as-Sabbah and others. He composed a large number of works on
grammar and language which stimulated comment and interpretations
by other 'ulama'. Among these are al-Kafiya ash-3hafiya, and
its summary which is contained in al-Alfiyya, Tashxl al-Fawa'id
wa Takmxl al-Maqa^id, Shawahid at-Tawdxh, at-Tashlh li-Hushkilat
al-Jami' a^-Sahih and I'rab Mushkil al-Bukharx. He died in
672/1273. Ihn Malik is well known for his appeals to Hadith
in his grammar, and seems inclined towards the Kufan school,
as is reflected in his derived rules.
(2)
9. Ibn ad-Da'i', 'All b. Muhammad b. 'All al-lshbxll; he
studied under ash-Shalawbln and interpreted the Book of
Sxbawayhi in a manner combining the interpretation of
as-Sxrafx and Ibn Kharuf in its precision. He provided a
commentary to the book al-Idah by al-Farisx. He defended the
books of Sxbawayhi and al-Farisi against the objections of
Ibn a-J-'Jarawa. He similarly defended az-Zajjajx against the
objections of al-Ba^alyawsx. He died in the year 680/1281.
(3)
10. Abu IJayyan, Muhammad b. Yusuf b. 'All b. IJayyan, the greatest
1. Bughvat al-Wu'at, vol.1, p.130.
2. Ibid., vol.11, p.204.
3. Ibid., vol.1, p.280.
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scholar of his time, and the most famous in grammar, language,
interpretation of the Qur'an, Hadlth, recitation, history and
literature. He studied the Qur'an under Abu Ja'far b. at-Tabba'
and Arabic under Ibn an-Nahhas in Egypt. Abu Hayyan did not
appeal to Hadlth as evidence for two reasons:
i) Traditions were not narrated from the Prophet verbally, but
only reported in paraphrase. ^ ^
(2)ii) The earlier scholars did not use it as an authority.
Among his works are at-Tadhlil wa-t-Takml. Sharh at-Tashil.
Mu^awwal al-Irtishaf and its summar Ta.irid Ahkam Slbawayhi.
al-Bahr al-Kuhit and its simplified version an-Nahr al-Madd.
He died in 745/1344. He was influenced in his grammatical
opinions by the doctrine of the ^ahiri school of fiqh. and as
a result tends to become annoyed by disputes over purely
abstract problems which do not directly affect language, such
as the theoretical basis for the use of the various cases in
Arabic. As regards this type of problem he used to say, "But
(3)
this controversy is superfluous."
We may sum up the various activities of the Andalusi 'ulama'
under the following headings:
1. The preparation of simplified versions of the massive basis
works of reference in language and grammar, e.g. the summary
1. Al-Baghdadi, Al-Khizana.. vol.1, p. 5.
2. Ibid.
3. Al-Ham*. vol.1, p.93.
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by az-Zubaydl of the Kitab al-'Ayn, attributed to al-Khalll
b. Ahmad, and the abstracts by Abu Hayyan of the Kitab Sibawayhi.
2. The composition of new works on nahw and §arf, like al-Humti'
fl-^-Sarf of Ibn 'U§fur and the Tayrif al-Af'al of Ibn
al-Qutiyya.
3. The preparation of commentaries on certain grammar books, e.g.
the commentary of al-A'lam on the Kitab al-Jumal of az-Zaj.jajl
and that of Ibn ad-Ba'i' on the Book of Sibawayhi.
4. Recording and collecting poetry, like the collection by
al-A'lam of the work of six Jahill poets.
5. The annotation of texts, like ash-Shalawbln's work on the
Book of Sibawayhi.
6. The putting of grammatical rules into verse to simplify its
exposition, like al-Kafiya ash-Shafiya and its summary which is
known as the Alfiwa of Ibn Malik.
7. The teaching of grammar and language in both East and West.^
Ibn Mafla* and the Zahirl school
«
We cannot conclude this brief survey of grammar in al-Andalus
without making some reference to a noteworthy feature of Spanish
1. 'Abd al-'AzIz 'Atlq., Al-Hadkhal ila 'Ilm an-Nahw. pp. 163-4
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intellectual life of this period, the Zahirl school of figh.
which had considerable influence on certain grammarians, notably
Ibn Mada'. This school was established in Baghdad by Da'ud b. * All
(born 200/815, d. 270/883) assisted by his son. It based its
opinions in jurisprudence on the most literal interpretation of
Qur'an and Hadith without paraphrase or assumption. In al-Andalus
this school was propagated by Ibn IJazm who achieved considerable
success among his students despite the arguments of his opponents.
^ahirite views achieved considerable currency in al-Andalus. Abu
Hayyan describes the power of this school and its influence on its
followers, saying, "It is impossible for a believer in the Zahirl
(2)
school to be vocax\fc, » The school continued to be prominent
under the al-Muwahhidun.
• •
Ibn Ma<|a' was one of its greatest 'ulama'. He was honoured
by the state and was appointed qadi of Fez by the Muwahhid caliph
(3)Yusuf b.'Abd al-Mu'min, and by his son Ya'qub.
The doctrine of taking the immediate interpretation of Qur'an
and Hadith is motivated by the veneration of these texts and
apprehension of handling them by paraphrase or assumption.
Although this may be appropriate to Qur'an and Hadith, the
extension of this doctrine to texts of prose or poetry is questionable.
1. Al-Khatib al-Baghdadi, Tarikh Baghdad, vol.8, p.369.
2. Bughvat al-Wu'at. vol.1, p.281.
3. Ibn Mada', Ar-Radd 'ala an-Nuhat, pp. 6, 11, ed. by Shawqi Beyf.
Ibid., pp. 5, 11, ed. A. Al-Banna'.
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The latter cannot be assigned a similar degree of veneration and it
is perhaps difficult to see why they should be kept away from
paraphrase and assumption,(ta'wil wa-taqdir). Nevertheless, this is
the approach which Ibn Mada' applies to the study of grammar.
Let us now look into the problems of paraphrase and assumption,
causation and the problem of the agent ('amil) as treated by Ibn
Mada' and other grammarians. It may perhaps be admitted that ta'wll
and taqdir are sometimes made excessive use of by Arab grammarians
to the extent that they render grammatical arguments meaningless.
On the other hand, however, the Arabs were known for their wit and
sometimes for their reliance on hints, incomplete remarks and
omitted words, leaving other associations and circumstances to
supplement the intentions or implications of the text. Thus, Ibn
Hisham produced in the fifth chapter of his book al-Mughnl forty-
six types of omission.It would be illogical for the critic to
be allowed to describe his own subjective vision of the artistic
nature of a given text, while the grammarian is deprived of the
right of pointing out the hidden and the omitted. The basis of
grammatical analysis is essentially thought, observation and
deduction. There are many examples in Arabic style where the true
sense cannot be realised without appeal to paraphrase and
assumption. Indeed, Ibn Mada' himself is forced to admit that
(2taqdir is indispensable in certain contexts. In general, however,
his approach is to reject ta'wll and taqdir. Furthermore, Ibn Mada'
1. Ibn Hisham, Al-Kughni. vol.2, p.160.
2. Ar-Radd 'ala an-Nuhat. pp. 88-90. ed. Sawqi Dayf.
Ibid.. p.71, ed. A. Al-Banna'.
rejects the whole theory of A1'?Lai-an-nahwiyya i.e. the theoretical
explanations of why a certain case or mood is used in a given
syntactical context rather than another. In this Ihn Hada' ranges
himself with those who would argue for the irrelevance of 'awamil
as having been artificially constructed by grammarians. The
indigenous Arab, it is argued, speaks correctly without knowing the
'awami.l and the grammatical reasons. In reply to this line of
reasoning it may be objected that this is a correct proposition but
it is an incomplete expression of fact because the Arab was not
used to speaking without systematic rules and restraints. It is not
only for grammatical structures but the same principle of causality
applies to other disciplines of life. Every phenomenon in the world
is subject to inevitable laws laid by the Creator. The avoidance
of these laws leads to disorder and defectiveness. The law which
the Arab unintentionally followed in his speech was that of natural
sense of language.
Thus the search for causality is surely not void in itself, but
what may be faulty in the process is the obsession with multiple
reasoning, with a first class of reasoning, a second, a third, and
so on. An example of this is when they say ayna is uninflected
because semantically it is similar to hamza, used as interrogative,
and similar to the conditional iri when used as a conditional
particle. The uninflectedness is expressed by a vowel in order to
avoid the coming together of two quiescents (the and the na).
Fatha is used on na in preference to damma and kasra^^ for its
1. Al-Ashmuni. vol.1, pp.58-59.
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softness.
This kind of reasoning is a sort of intellectual luxury which
might have a place other than in grammar, where it may be dismissed
as a useless nonsense both stylistically and theoretically.
Ibn Mada''s approach to the theory of the 'ami 1 agrees with
that of Ibn JinnI . The governing factor is the speaker himself
and not a syntactical feature. Ibn JinnI explains his theory in
the following example:
"When we say 'daraba Sa'Idun Ja'faran'. daraba
does not effect in fact any action. It is
just a collection of sounds, dad, ra' and ba'
assembled in accordance with the pattern
fa'ala. Thus, as sounds, action could not
be attributed to them. The grammarians
distinguish two types of operatives, literal
and logical, in order to demonstrate, for
pedagogical reasons, that action is referred
to the verb that expresses it."
The appearance in 1947 of an edition of ar-Radd 'ala n-Nuhat has
given rise to considerable activity among scholars and writers in
the Arabic language.
1. Al-Kha^a'is. vol.1, pp.108-9
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Ahmad. Amin praised the book and described its influence on
grammar in these words:
"It was honour enough that he destroyed
even if he did not build. Grammar needed
a new hand to build a new structure after
the demolition of the old."^^
He also adds:
"It is regrettable that people have not
followed Ibn Mada''s ideas and that soon
(2)
they went back to Sibawayhi's grammar."x
A superficial reading of Amfn's words may lead us to the
belief that he has carefully studied ar-Radd 'ala n-Uuhat in
combination with one of the basic texts on grammar, and that he was
thus able to see how the pickaxes of destruction in ar-Radd were
demolishing the edifice of grammar, one wall after another, until
nothing was left of Slbawayhi and al-Khalll's grammar. Upon a
careful re-reading of Amln's words it becomes clear that he has not
read the book and that he may have uncritically heard or read a
passing phrase about it and formed his views on such a flimsy basis.
Had Amln read the book, he would have found nothing in it concerning
the core of grammar, merely that it was critical of various
1. Zuhr al-Islam. vol.3, p.96.
2. Ibid.. vol.3, p.97.
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techniques which open the way for multiple interpretations. In no
way does he deny the existence of grammar as such.
¥e may also ask what the speed with which people returned, as
Amin rightly noticed, to Slbawayhi means. Does not this fact
indicate that they did not view I"bn Mad.a''s work as an alternative
and that its sole contribution was that of substituting one
terminology for another in matters concerning formal aspects of
grammar? How was it possible for Ibn Kada' and his followers to
destroy grammar which was the first discipline the Arabs knew after
Islam and which they closely related to their study of the Qur'an,
with many scholars learning and contributing until grammar grew
into an honoured science? It is possible to see how some people
may be critical of it, but any effort to destroy it is futile.
The second group which showed enthusiasm for the appearance
of ai^-Radd «ala n-Huhat was made up of academic students of grammar
and related subjects. They found in it an unprecedented novelty,
and in some cases were perhaps over-enthusiastic and did not limit
themselves to a dispassionate criticism of grammar and grammarians,
but went on to denounce them and accuse them of spoiling language
and complicating grammar by adding to it arbitrary and forced
concepts which have no roots in the language.
This tendency has receded now and those who have been over-
critical of grammarians have perhaps realised the unfairness of
their position. They have seen that Ibn Mada''s theses also are
open to criticism and refutation, taking into account the fact that
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his motives may not have "been pure and that he may have wanted to
please the Sultan who favoured him and offered him hospitality.
Ihn Kharuf made a reply to Ihn Mada''s book in a monograph
called Tanzih A'immat an-Nahw 'amrna Nusiba ilayhim min al-Khata'
wa-s-Sahw. When Ibn Kada' heard of this he was angered and said,
"I do not mind the big goats. Why should I care about "Abna'
al-Khirfan" (lit., lambs)."
This remark seems incompatible with the status of Ibn Mada'
as a judge and a great scholar. In addition, it manifests a degree
of arrogance by ridiculing Ibn Kharuf for his name, a matter in
which he had no choice.
1. Bughyat al-Wu'at, vol.1, p.323.
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CHAPTER II
AZ-ZAJJAJI; HIS LIES AMD "J ORES
His full name is Abu-l-Qasim 'Abd ar-Rahman b. Ishaq as-Zajjaji;^
and the name az-Zajjaji is derived from that of his teacher Ibrahim
/ (2)
az-Zajjaj who died in 311/923 and was a glass maker, hence his
name. Az-Zajjajl came originally from §ayramah, a village near
Nihawand between al-Jibal and Khuzistan. He went to Baghdad and
became a student of Abu Ishaq under whom he studied grammar. Later
on, he moved to Syria and stayed in Aleppo for some time, after which
he travelled to Damascus where he wrote and taught using the knowledge
he gained from his teachers, among whom were az-Zajjaj, Naf$awayhi,
Ibn Durayd, Abu Bakr b. al-Anbarl, al-Akhfash a^-§aghir and others.
Many people have benefited from him; to mention but a few of these,
Ahmad b. 'All al-§alabi, Abu Bakr b. Salama, Ibn Sharam the
grammarian, Ibn Qudama al-Katib and others.
He left Damascus in the company of the Ikhshldid governor Ibn
al-§arith and made for !Jabariyya in northern Palestine. There he
1. See al-QjLTJfi, Ihbah ar-Ruwat, vol.2, p. 160; Bughyat al-Wu'at,
vol.2, p.77; Ibn al-'Imad, Shadharat adh-Dhahab. vol.2, p.379;
Wafayat al-A'yan. vol.1, p.389; Al-Jumal. pp.5 - 15; Kashf
aq-Zunun.pp.48, 210, 603, 947, 1397, 1555, 1625; An-Nu.lum az-
Zahira. vol.3, p.302; As-Sam'anI, Al-Ansab, p.272; Kahhala,
Hu'.jam al-Ku'allifin, vol. , pp. 124-5; Az-Zajjajl, Al-I^ah fi 'ilal
an-Hafrw. ed. al-Kazini, p.l, ff; At-Tanukhi, K. al-Ibdal. p.240 ff.
2. Bughyat al-Wu'at. vol.l, pp.411 - 413.
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continued, to write and teach until he died in the year 357/948
(339/950 and 340/951 are also mentioned as possible dates of his
death).
According to all our sources az-Zajjajx had a wide range of
knowledge and he tells us in his al-Idah fx 'Ilal al-Uahw^"^ that
he had mastered several languages, without however identifying them.
In his grammatical teaching, az-Zajjajx followed the school of
Basra, although like most scholars he had a good knowledge of both
grammatical schools.
It is somewhat surprising to discover al-Farisx's view of
az-Zajjajx. After examining grammatical theories attributed to
az-Zajjajx and brovight to Iraq by his students, al-Farisx used to
say, "Had az-Zajjajx been present with us, he would have been
(2)
ashamed". y Abu 'All al-Farisx did not think of az-Zajjajx as
being of his stature. It would have been better for al-Farisx to
withhold such views, for he was a friend of az-Zajjajx and one might
suppose that friendship imposes certain obligations. In any case,
al-Farisx's view does not reflect, in any way, az-Zajjajx's stature.
One should remember, after all, that both these scholars were
contemporary with each other and as Mazin al-Mubarak, the editor of
the Ida#, says: "Al-Farisx's view is quite understand able in terms
of professional competition, and insistence on being the front runner
1. Al-Idah fx 'Ilal al-Nahw. p.45.
2. Inbah ar-Ruwat. vol.2, p.160; Ibn al-Anbarx, ITuzhat al-Alibba', p.379.
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in his field".^
Al-FarisI was used to expressing such views concerning his
friends and fellow scholars. He expressed similar views on Abu
l-IJasan ar-Rumman*, as well as Ibn al-Khayya.'J, Ibn Xhalawayh and
(2)
as-Slrafi.
In any case az-Zajjajl's writings are convincing evidence of
his scholarly mastery and contribution to knowledge. It is most-
regrettable that most of his works are lost to scholarship. Only
nine of his books have survived, of which five have been edited
and printed.
The following is a brief survey of his works:
1. Al-Jumal. which will be treated in greater detail below.
2. Al-Amali. a collection of his lectures. This work appears to
have existed in several versions, of which apparently the
shortest (sughra) was printed in Egypt in 1324/1906 ed. by
Ahmad b. al-Amln ash-Shinql^I.
3. Al-Idah fi 'Hal an-Nahw, edited by Kazin al-Mubarak and






4. Kitab Ha'ani 1-Huruf, attributed to az-Zajjajl by Ibn Khayr
al-Ishblll. The name is given by Brockelmann as Huruf
al-Ma'ani. It was printed in Egypt in 1325/1906 in the series
a^-Turaf al-Adabiyya.
5. Kitab al-Abdal wa-l-Mu'aaaba wa-n-ITaza 'ir, edited by 'Izz
ad-Bin at-Tanukhl. According to Kazin al-Mubarak the original
manuscript is in Istanbul; there is a photo-copy in the
Institute of Manuscripts, Tunis, (no.356) and another in the
University of Cairo collection (no. 22967).
6. Mukhtasar a^-Zahir. which is on the semantics of everyday
language. This is an abridgement and explanation of a work by
Abu Bakr b. al-Anbarl. The book exists in manuscript form in
the Bar al-Kutub al-Misriyya (557 lugha), written in 620 A.H.
7. Ishtiqaq Asma' Allah al-Husna. Exists in manuscript in the Bar
al-Kutub al-Mi§riyya (3 shin lugha).
8. Kitab al-Lamat, in which he gave an account of the distribution
of the particle li in the Qur'an and elsewhere. A manuscript
of this work exists in Istanbul and a photo-copy in the
Institute of Manuscript, Tunis, no.793.
9. Sharh Muqaddimat Adab al-Katib. in which he concentrated on
the language, the grammar and inflection in tbis>.
A manuscript exists in Bar al-Kutub al-Misriyya (39 shin Adab).
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The following works are no longer extant:
10. Sharh Kitab al-Alif wa-l-Lam li-l-Kazini.
(2)
11. Risala fi Bayan al-As'ila al-¥arida 'ala l-Basmala. Wa'.iwibatiha.
12. Ghara'ib Ha.ialis an-Nahwiyyin az-Za'ida 'ala tasnif
(3)
al-Musannifin.
13. Al-Mukhtara' fl 1-Qawafi. ^
- (5)
14. Kitab al-Hi.ia'.
15. Kitab al-Ma.imu* fl Ma* rifat Anwa* ash-Shi *r wa—Qawafih.
(7)
16. Sharh Ris&lat Sibawayhi.
(o)
17. Al-Adhkar bi-l-Masa'il al-Fiqhiyya.
(9)
18. Masa'il Kutafarriqa. answering eleven questions which were
put to him.
1. Al-Idah, p.7; At-Tanukhi, p.247.
2. GAL. SI. p.171; Al-Idah. p.8; At-Tanukhi, p.248.
3. GAL. SI, p.171; Al-Idah.. p.8; At-Tanukhi, p.248.
4. Kashf az-^unun. p.1625; Al-Idafr. p.6, At-Tanukhi, p.248.
5. Al-Junal. pp.10-291; Al-Idah. p.7; At-Tanukhi, p.248.
6. Al-Idah. p.7; At-Tanukhi, p.248.
7. Al-Idah, p.7; At-Tanukhi, p.248.
8. Al-Idah. p.8; At-Tanukhi, p.248.
9. As-Suyuti, Al-Ashbah wa-n-?.aza'ir, vol.3, p.48; Al-Idah. p.8;
At-Tanukhi, p.248.
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The most famous of az-Zajjajx's books is, beyond doubt, Kitab
al-Jumal. which was written in Mecca. It is related that az-Zajjajx
always purified his body before attending to writing the book's
chapters, and used to go round the Ka'ba seven times praying and
asking God's forgiveness and to make his book beneficial to people.
His prayers were answered. This book became a reference book for
all scholars of the Arabic language until it was superseded by
al-Luma' by Ibn Jinnx and al-Idah by Abu 'All al-Farisx. The
scholars of al-Maghrib became particularly fond of it to the extent
of writing some one hundred and twenty commentaries.^^
Ibn as-Sxd comments:
"I swear by my life that this book has
reached every possible horizon of
success. The author has followed a neat
plan of eliminating the unnecessary and
(2)
epitomizing the lengthy."
Al-Lablx has pointed out that scholars have widely used, studied
(3)
and memorised it. ' The only criticism made of the book was that
of the length at which examples were given. Mazin al-Mubarak
1. Shadharat adh-Dhahab, vol.2, p.357; Al-Yafi'I, Mir'at
al-Jinan, vol.2, p.332.
2. Ibn as-Sxd, I^lah al-Xhalal al-Waqi' fx 1-Jumal, F A.7
3. Washy al-Hulal. F 2A.
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says:
"It is probable that later critics have
voiced this criticism comparing the book
with the writings of earlier grammarians.
The criticism is unjust. A good side of
the book is the clarity of its examples,
a quality which is rare in the writings
(1)
of earlier grammarians. In addition,
Kitab al-Jumal was the reference book in
(2)
grammar for a considerable time."
It is difficult not to agree with this judgement.
Kitab al-Jumal is in two versions, a long and a short one.
Most commentaries were made on the long version. One of those who
commented on the shorter version was Ibn Babshadh, who wrote a
(3)
comparative work on the two versions.
Al-Jumal is concerned with grammatical and inflectional
problems. It includes also two chapters on spelling and writing.
Az-Zajjajl added some reseas-ot-xin phonetics concerning problems of
imala and idgham and voiced and unvoiced letters. He devoted one
chapter to questions of poetic licence. The book was edited and
published in 1946 by Shaykh Ibn Abx Shanab (Ben Cheneb) with the
''Az-z<0j4jr
1. Mazin al-Mubarak, Hayatuh wa-Atharuh", Ma.iallat al-Ma.ima*
al-'IImT. al-*Arabl, vol.34, p.433. 1959.
2. Inbah ar-Ruwat. vol.2, p.161.
3. Al-Jumal. p.14.
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financial backing of the Arts Department in Algeria. It was
reprinted again in 1357 on the basis of the first edition,in Pari3.
In the closing pages of this reprint it is mentioned that the
German orientalist, Johannes Wolff, published in Leipzig in
1904 a paper in which he gave an account of Kitab al-Jumal and
translated into German the first 64 evidences.
It has been mentioned earlier that the commentaries on
(2)
al-Jumal reached 120 in all. This, no doubt, was due to its
impact and deserved fame. Besides its academic merits, it was
distinguishable for its simple language. It is noticeable that
most commentators on al-Jumal were from al-Andalus and the Maghrib.
The commentaries were made by teachers of grammar and were
executed by, very often, representatives of the same school led by
a competitive spirit. One example of this is the nine commentaries
written by students of ash-Shalawb£n. Not all the commentaries
were sympathetic to al-Jumal. Some, in fact, were written in order
to defame it and refute its theories. This explains the reason for
al-Jumal's wide circulation, and with this I end my account of
az-Zajjajx's al-Jumal.
1. Al-Jumal, p.383.
A check through bibliographical sources reveals no such name
or article; possibly Ben Cheneb's memory was at fault here.
2. See above, p.41.
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CHAPTER III
ISLAMIC SPAIII IU THE OF AL-LABLI
The life of al-Labll coincided with one of the most dramatic
and catastrophic periods in the history of Islamic Spain. In
/ ^ (2)613/1217 when he was born in the small town of Labia, half-way
between Seville and Huelva, the dynasty of Almohades (al-Muwah^idun)
was still in control of the major part of the Iberian peninsula.
When al-Labll died in ezile in Tunis, in 69l/l291, the small
kingdom of Granada was all that remained of Islamic al-Andalus.
The process of the disintegration of Almohad rule in Spain
can be said to have begun in earnest four years before the birth
of al-Labll, when the army of Alfonso VIII of Castile, including
forces from Leon, Havarre and Aragon and crusaders from elsewhere
in Europe, destroyed the Almohad army at Las Navas de Tolosa and
( *T \
permanently altered the balance of power in Spain (609/1212).
In the following year the Almohad caliph, Muhammad an-Na§ir, the
1. Muhammad Makhluf, Sha.iarat an-Hur az-Zakiyya, p. 198; Ibn Farhun,
Ad-Diba.i al-Mudhahhab. p.80; Ibn 'Ashur, p.200; J. Majid, p.9.
2. Ibn ^ayyan, Al-Kuq tabas. p. 626; Al-^imyarl, Ar-Rawd al-Ki * Ipar.
pp.507-3; Al-^imyarl, ijSifat Jazirat al-Andalus, pp. 168-9.
3. *Inan.Nihavat al-Andalus, p.20; Sha.iarat an-Nur, p.138;
Al-MarrakushI, Al-Ku'.iib. pp.401-402; Ar-Rawd. al-Ki'tar.
pp.507-8; Sifat Jazirat al-Andalus. pp.168-9.
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son of Ya'qub al-Mansur, reorganised his forces intending to fight
the Christians, but he died in the sane year, 610/1213.^ From
that time the Muwahbadun started to lose ground rapidly. The
destiny of al-Andalus became shaky, and Christian Spain started
to flourish. In a short period of time the great Andalusl. centres
of power collapsed and fell into the hands of the Christians;
Cordoba (633/1236), Valencia (636/1238), Hurcia (64l/l244),
J&tiva and Denia (644/1246), and then Seville (646/1248). Thus
the great majority of the leading cities of al-Andalus were
(2)
captured by Christian Spain within no more than ten years.
Al-Labli's home town of Labia was captured by Alfonso X in
655/1257^ and it is at this time that he seems to have left his
(4)
homeland for North Africa. There is therefore little point
in considering the history of Islamic Spain beyond this point in
so far as it affects our author. Prom the military point of view
it will be seen that the earlier period of al-Labll's life was
one of near-continuous warfare with all the disruption to normal
life which this entails. The consequences of this to social life
in al-Andalus during this period will be considered below.
1. Nihayat al-Andalus, pp.20; 37; 75-86; 130; 455. Luwal
at-fawaif. p.40 ff.
2. Nihayat al-Andalus. pp.20-1.
3. Ibid., p.20.
4. Ibn 'Xshur, p.201; J. Majid, p.9.
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Social Life in al-Andalus
It is indisputable that the deterioration of political life
at the beginning of the seventh century adversely affected the social
life. This became clear when we compare the state of the country
before and after the battle of al-'Iqab (Las Mavas de Tolosa) (609/
1212).^
Written historical sources give us a general picture. Before
the battle, a great deal of building, organisation and reforms had
been taking place. Arts received special attention, mosques were
erected, such as that of Seville with its great minaret, and many
edifices distinguished for their artistic beauty were built.
Industry, commerce and especially agriculture flourished; new
methods were employed in agriculture and a variety of were
introduced. Fruits were widely cultivated especially in Valencia
and Seville. Military and civil industries, especially textiles,
(2)
leather and paper were advanced\ and the ports of al-Andalus,
like Valencia, Denia, Seville, Almeria and Malaga became among the
biggest centres for foreign trade.
Following the battle of al-'Iqab (Las Navas de Tolosa) which
preceded al-Labll's birth by four years, life changed. The
significance and influence of the al-Muwahhidun 'weakened in both
1. Al-Muqtabas. p.626; Ar-Rawd al-Hi'tar. pp.507-8; Sifat
Jazirat al-Andalus. p.163-9; Ku'.iam al-Buldan, vol.7, p.319.
2. Ilihayat al-Andalus, pp.438-440; Sha.iarat an-Vur. p. 140 ff.
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al-Kaghrib and al-Andalus, and revolts erupted in most Andalusx
regions. The triumphant parties competed in looting the wealth of
the vanquished state. Al-Andalus became preoccupied with its
ordeal and turned to a continuing .jihad against the attackers. The
peace-time industries shrank, and the role of literature and the
arts diminished. Al-Lablx, together with many others, emigrated
(2)
to the ^af§id realms in Tunisia, which became the refuge for
Muslim refugees from al-Maghrib and al-Andalus. Tunisia was, for
the newcomers, a beautiful, friendly country. They added to its
buildings and gardens and it became one of the most flourishing
(3)
towns on the North African coast. There, al-Lablx had a very
high social status, as is shown by his contacts with great scholars
and the dedication of his book Washy al-Hulal to the caliph
al-Mustan§ir bl-llah Abu <Abd Allah Muhammad b. Abx Zakariyya
Yahya (d. 675/1276).^
1. Nihayat al-Andalus, p.439.
2. Ibn 'Ashur, p.201; J. Majid, p.9.
3. Ibn Abx Dinar, Al-Mu'nis. p.7; Ar-Rawd al-Ei'^ar. p.143 ff.
4. For biographical details of al-Mustan^ir see Ibn Ehaldun,
vol.6, pp.280-96; Ibn Taghrx-Birdx, Al-Manhal al-^afx, F.A;
Al-Qalqashandx, Subh al-A'sha, vol.5, p.127; Wafayat al-A'yan.
vol.2, pp.632-33; Sha.jarat an-Nur. p. 130; Shadharat
adh-Dhahab. vol.5> p.94; al-Maqqarx, Nafh afr-Tib, vol.2,
p.407; Al-Mu'nis. pp.134-7; As-Suluk, pp.634—635;
Sifat Jazxrat al-Andalus. pp.163-9.
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The Intellectual Life
The increased wars in al-Andalus did not lead to a halt in
the intellectual movement. Indeed it grew and flourished during
this period because the rulers of the country, despite the
differences between their regimes, were very keen on reviving the
intellectual life of the country and raising its level to that of
the Eastern states. Thus, rulers tempted and gathered scientists
and poets and were very generous in rewarding them so as to
strengthen and increase the authority of their regimes. Many books
were dedicated to kings, as well as poems of praise. The picture
of intellectual life and the degree of flourishing and growth it
achieved can be made clearer by the following statistics.
The number of biographies of Islamic scholars mentioned by
as-Suyu$I in his book Bughyat al-Wu'at amounts to 2450 for the
whole of the Islamic world. The biographies of Andalusi scholars
alone reach 712 of whom a substantial proportion belonged to the
period of the al-Muwahhidun. This means that the Andalusi scholars
constitute one-third of the scholarly community of the entire
Islamic world. This is despite the small size and population of
al-Andalus relative to other countries.^''
It is true that as-§uyu£I gives in Vte-Bughya only the
biographies of grammarians and linguists. It would have been
valuable to have a fuller statistical account including all Islamic
1. -Tazarat fi 1-Iugha. pp. 10-11.
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scholars in all fields of knowledge. However, the number of
Andalusi scholars given in Hu- Bughyat provides a good numerical
picture of their strength compared to other Islamic countries.
This fact may be explained by the spirit of competition which
prevailed in al-Andalus, leading to enthusiasm, vitality and
activity. The quality of scholarly works in al-Andalus was not
any worse than that in the East. The scholars of al-Andalus did
not satisfy themselves by staying inside the boundaries of their
countries. Rather, they would very often visit the capital of the
East and meet their scholars, thus leading to mutual benefits in
all fields of science.
Hence it is worthwhile to elaborate further on the intellectual
life which forms the background of al-Labl^s scientific life.
For this reason, I shall introduce below some scholars who
achieved wide fame in their works. I shall mention after that the
names of other scholars who . favourably contributed to the
enrichment of intellectual life, making the various sides of the
picture clearer.
I shall not limit my list to the scholars of the seventh
century; for al-Labll, like others, was not inspired by his
contemporary scholars alone, but also by those belonging to
earlier centuries. It is true that the influence of his
contemporaries on him was direct compared with the indirect
influence of earlier scholars. However, such indirect influence
could sometimes surpass the direct influence.
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It is a difficult task to make up one's mind, on how to select
a representative list of these scholars, who are to be introduced,
and who are to be left, because of the abundance of names from all
fields of knowledge. Our choice of names does not mean, therefore,
that those names omitted are any less significant. I start by
introducing three names who came to attain a historical significance
not only in al-Andalus but world-wide. They were not primarily
Arabic linguists, but their genius makes a study of them necessary
for anyone investigating Intellectual life in al-Andalus. An
additional reason for listing them is the fact that the nature of
education in past times was general and not specialized. This, of
course, explains the fame of many scholars in many branches of
science. These three scholars represent three different scientific
environments:
1. Ibn 'Abd al-Barr. (Abu 'Amr YGsuf b. 'Abd Allah b.
(1)
Muhammad) d. 463/1070. He was an imam, scholar of Hadlth and a
brilliant Hafiz. He was given the title "the reciter of the West"
compared with that of al-Khatxb at-TabrlzI, "Hafiz al-Mashriq11.
His fame has spread outside al-Maghrib, pervading the Eastern
Islamic world, and became known and esteemed by Mashriql scholars.
He wrote many books in various sciences. The most famous of
1. Nafh at-Tib, vol.5, pp. 172-3; Ibn Bashkuwal, A^-Sila.
vol. 2, pp. 677, 679; Ad-Dabbl, Bughyat al-Kutalammis.





(a) Al-Bayan 'an Tilawat al-Qur'an
(b) At-Ta.iwxd, wa-l-Hadkhal ila *11111 al-Qur'an bi-t-Tahdxd
(c) At-Tamhxd li-ma fl 1-Huwatfra' min al-Ma'anx wa-l-Asanxd
(d) Al-Istidhkar li-Madhahib Fugaha* al-Am^ar
(e) Al-Istx'ab fx Ma'rifat al-Ashab
2. Ibn §azm. (Abu Muhammad 'All b. Ahmad b. Sa'xd)^^
d. 407/1074. He was both an outstanding scholar and a first class
literary figure. At first he was a Malikite, like most jurisprudents
of al-Andalus. He later became a ^ahirite and struggled hard to
spread this doctrine without being prevented or weakened by the
stratagems and opposition of his opponents, and he won many followers.
The most famous of his books are the following:
(a) Al-Ibftal. including a detailed exposition of the
£ahirx doctrine.
(b) Al-Muhalla. a discussion of the principles of the
doctrine of al-Imam ash-Shafi'x. ■
(c) Al-Fi^al fx 1-Ahwa' wa-n-Hihal, a critical historical
account of religions, sects and various doctrines.
1. Nafh a^-'ylb. vol.2, pp. 283-9; Shahjarat an--fur, p. 119;
Vfafayat al-A'yan, vol. 1, p. 428; Bughyat al-Mutalammis,
pp. 415-8; A^-^ila. vol. 2, pp.415-7; Al-Ku'jib, pp. 93-7;
Yaaut, Mu' ,iam al-'Udaba', vol. 7, pp. 16-7.
3. Ibn Rushd, (Abu l-Walld Muhammad b. Ahmad)d. 509/
1198, the great Arabic philosopher. He was a doctor, a scholar and
a philosopher and wrote many works on various subjects. Among them
are the following:
(a) At-Tafy^xl. in which he gave an account of the
disagreements between the learned §aJhaba, their
followers and students.
(b) R\<-yA.yat al-Hu.itahid. qQ
(c) Sharh al-Ur.juza, in medicine.
(d) Tahafut at-Tahafut. In it he replies to al-Ghazalx's
Tahafut al-Falasifa.
It may be appropriate now to introduce some linguists and
grammarians.
(2)
1. Ibn Sxda, (Abu l-^asan 'All b. Aljmad b. Isma'xl). He
was a famous and an outstanding linguist and grammarian. He is
the author of the two great dictionaries: al-Mukha^igas, arranged
according to the meaning of words, and al-Hufykam. arranged in
alphabetical order. He wrote expositions of Sxbawayhi's Hitab
1. Shah.iarat an-Nur. p. 129; Bughyat al-Mutalamrais, p. 51;
Al-Hu'.jib, pp. 314-6, 384-5; As-^ila, vol. 2, pp.576-7;
Mu'.iam al-Hu'allifxn. vol. 8, p.228.
2. Bughyat al-Wu'at. vol. 2, p.143; Inbah ar-Ruwat. vol. 2, p.225;
Mu'iam al-Hu'allifxn. vol. 7, p. 17; Ku* jam al-'TJdaba*.
vol. 5, pp.84-6; Bughyat al-Mutalammis, p.418.
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and Ibn as-Sarraj's U§ul. He died in the year 458/1066.
2. Ihn Ma$a'.^^ (A£mad b. 'Abd ai^Rahman b. Muhammad).
He was the author of a large number of books on grammar, language,
and literature. Some of his books on grammar are: al-I'fushricj and
ar-Radd 'ala n-Nuhat. which is his most famous book and has been
discussed in some detail at the end of the previous chapter. Ibn
Kharuf made a reply to his criticism of grammarians in his Tanzxh
A'immat an-Nahw 'amma Nusiba ilayhim min al-Kha^a' wa-s-Sahw. Ibn
Mada' died in the year 592/1195.
( 2 )
3. Asb-Shalawbxn. (<Umar b. Muhammad b. 'TJmar). He was
the authority of his time on the Arabic language. He wrote
at-Tawti'a on grammar, two expositions of al-Juzuliyya of al-Juzull
and a commentary on Sibawayhi. He died in the year 456/1064.
4. Ibn 'Uffur.('All b. Mu'min b. Muhammad), a famous
authority of his time on Arabic. He was very studious and well-
educated. He wrote a number of books on grammar and inflection,
including al-Kuqarrab on grammar and al-Humti' on inflection. He
also wrote three expositions of az-Zajjajl's al-Jumal and one
1. Bughyat al-Wu'at, vol. 1, p. 323; Al-Mu' ,iib, pp. 320-339;
Mu'.iam al-Mu'allifIn, vol. 1, p.262.
2. Bughyat al-Wu'at, vol. 2, p. 224; Inbah ar-Ruwat. vol. 2, p.332;
Ar-Radd 'ala an-Nuhat. ed. ShawqT Dayf, p.If; Ibid., ed.
A. Al-Banna', p.5ff.
3. Bughyat al-Wu'at, vol.2, p.210; Ku' ,iam al-Mu'allifln, vol.7, p.251.
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exposition of al-Juzuliyya of al-Juzull. He died in the year 669/
1270.
5. I"bn Malik. ^ (Muhammad b. 'Abd Allah b. «Abd Allah
b. Malik), the most famous grammarian of the seventh century. He
wrote many important works on language and grammar and they had a
wide circulation and acquired a good reputation. Many expositions
and commentaries were written on his works. The best-known of his
works is generally known as the Alfiyya: others are Tashxl
al-Fawa'id wa-Takmil al-Haqasid. Shawahid at-Taw$.ifr wa-t-Tashih
li-Mushkilat al-Jami < a^-^ah£fr. He also wrote a poem on verbs,
Lamiyyat al-Af'al. He died in the year 672/1273•
6. Ibn ad-Da'i'. ('All b« Muhammad b. <Ali).^^ He was
a companion of ash-Shalawbxn and surpassed all his rivals. He
wrote an exposition of Sxbawayhi combining the two expositions of
as-Slrafl and Ibn Kharuf in a brilliant abridgement. He also
commented on the Kitab al-I(j.afy of al-Farisx and made a reply to the
criticisms by Ibn a'f-'Jarawa of Slbawayhi and al-Farisi. He died
in 685/1286.
Among other grammarians who may be mentioned more briefly
are the following:
1. Bughyat al-Wu' at, vol. 1, p.130; KuViam al-Ku'allifin. vol.10,
p.134.
2. Bughyat al-Wu'at. vol.2, p.204; Mu'.jam al-Mu'allifxn, vol.7, p.224.
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1. Ibn at-farawa.^^ (Sulayman b. Muhammad), a well-known
grammarian and literary figure. He died in 528/1133.
(2)
2. Ibn Kharuf. ('AH b. Muhammad b. 'All), a famous
grammarian whose writings are distinguished by precision and
vigour. He died in 609/1212.
(3)
3. Al-Khadrawi. (Muhammad b. Yaijya b. Hisham), a
great scholar of Arabic. He died in 646/1248.
4. Ibn Abi r-Rabl'.^ ('Ubayd Allah b. Ahmad). He
wrote expositions of basic texts on grammar and died in the year
688/1289.
This brief review of al-Labll's period reveals the degree of
profusion in science, at a time when public life was disturbed and
impoverished.
1. Bughyat al-Wu'at. vol. 2, p.602; Mu'.iam al-Hu'alii fin,
vol. 4, p. 274.
2. Bughyat al-Wu'at. vol. 2, p.203; Mu'.iam al-Mu'allifin.
vol. 7, p. 221.
3. Bughyat al—1u'at, vol. 2, p.267.




AL-LABLI: HIS LIES, TEACHERS. STUDENTS AND WORKS
Al-Labli's honorific titles are given as Abu d.l-'Abbas, Abu
Ja'far ash-Shaykh al-Imam, the Qur'an reader, the jurist, the
grammarian and the historian. His name was Ahmad b. Abi Hajjaj
(l) K5^eV~
Yusuf b. 'All b. Ya'qub al-Fihri. This latter name'to the tribe
of Fihr b. Malik, from whom al-Labli traced his descent. During
his residence in the East he was given the title §adr ad-Din;
al-Maymani asserts that he assumed this title himself after his
departure for Egypt and Syria, but he provides no evidence for this
claim, which would appear to be groundless. In the Kashf az-iftraun.
he is given the name Shihab ad-Din, which is not found elsewhere.
Different versions of his name and descent are given by other
1. Bughyat al-lmal. F.l, A.2, A; Washy al-^ulal. F.1.A.2.A;
Al-'Abdari, Ar-Rihla al-Maghribiyya, p.43; Hafh-at-'plb. vol. 2,
p.456; Sha.jarat an-Nur. p.198; Ad-Diba.i al-Mudhahhab, p.80;
Bughyat al-Wu'at, vol. 1, pp. 402-3; Ku' .jam al-Mu'allifin,
vol. 2, p.212; Kashf a^-Zvmun, pp. 247, 251, 1273, 1674;
Isma'il al-Baghdadi, Idah al-Kaknun. vol. 1, pp.102, 578;
Al-Ghu brini, 'Unwan ad-Diraya. p.300; Hadiyyat al-'lrifin,
vol. 1, p.300; Al-A'lam. vol. 1, p.266; Rawdat al-Jannat.
vol. 1, p.306; Al-Kawsu'a al-Maghribiyya, vol. 3, pp.153-9;
GAL, vol. 1, p.567, vol. 3, p.638; Al-Maymani, p.541;
Ibn 'Ashur, pp. 199-200; J. Majid, pp. 9-11.
sources; however we have followed the version contained in the
oldest manuscript of Bughyat al-£mal which was written in al-Labll's
lifetime, checked with the author's copy and has some corrections to
al-Labll's descent.
The name al-Labll is derived from his home town of Labia (modern
(2)Niebla), a town which is often referred to as Labia al-ljamra'
from the colour of its walls and of the river on which it stands,
1. The main variants are as follows:
(i) Ahmad b. Abi l-IJajjaj b. Yusuf b. 'All (Ad-Diba.i
al-Mudhahhab, p.80; Sha.jarat an-ITur, p. 198)
(ii) Ahmad b. Yusuf b. 'All b. Yusuf (Washy al-5ulal, f 1-2;
Al-MaymanI, p.541; Bughyat al-'/u' at. vol. 1, pp.402-3;
Hu' .jam al-Mu'allifin. vol. 1, p.306; Hadiyyat l-'Arifln.
vol.1, p.99; Rawdat al-Jannat. vol.1, p.306; Al-A'lam.
vol. 1, p.260)
(iii) Ahmad b. Yusuf b. 'All b. Ya'qub (Bughyat al-lmal)
(iv) Ahmad b. Yusuf b. Ya'qub b. 'All (Ja'far Majid p.109;
Ibn 'Ashur, pp. 199-206)
(v) Ahmad b. Yusuf b. 'Abd Allah b. Yusuf b. Ya'qub (Al-Mawsu'a
al-Haghribiyya, vol. 3, p.158)
(vi) Ahmad b. Yusuf (Xafh afr-Tlb, vol. 2, p.406).
2. Mu'.iam al-Buldan, vol. 7, p.319; Al-Muatabas, p.626; ar-Rawd
al-Ki' tar, pp. 507-8; Sifat Jasxrat al-Andalus . pp. 168-9;
'Inan, Duwal at-^avra'if, pp.40, 43; E. Levi-Provenpal, "Niebla"
in EI1, III, pp.907-8.
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the modern Rio Tinto, or Red River. The town lies to the west of
Seville and a short distance north-east of the sea port of Huelva
(Walba). It is described by Arab geographers as being an old town
containing three springs of water and having a wall into which
were set three ancient statues, and which was restored in the
twelfth century by the al-Muwahhidun and is still preserved, and
a bridge which connected Labia with other towns. There was
considerable commercial activity spread over several markets; the
surrounding area was rich in olives, fruit and vegetables arxl the
town benefited from the existence of rich mineral deposits along
the upper reaches of the Rio Tinto.
The Arabs conquered Labia in 94/713 and it was settled by the
tribe of 'Ubad b. Mu'tadid. During the Ta'ifa period control of
the town was seized by Ahmad b. Ya^ya al-Yahsx, who is also known
as al-Labli, who secured the allegiance of its people in 414/1023.
He died in 434/1042 having named his brother Muhammad as his successor.
However, Muhammad was not able to withstand the constant invasions
and of al-Mu'tadid, the ruler of Seville. The
encroachments of al-Mu'tadid brought Muhammad's ally Ibn al-Af£as,
the ruler of Badajoz, into conflict with Seville, but after several
severe battles Ibn al-Af^as himself was defeated. Thus Labia
eventually fell into the hands of al-Mu'tadid, and as a result
came under the influence of the scientific and cultural life of the
'AbbadI capital. However, it did not enjoy peace for long, as it
was inevitably drawn into the turbulent events of the succeeding
years. It remained under the rule of the al-Murabi^un and after
them the al-Muwahhidun until it was invaded and finally taken by
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Alfonso X in 655/1257.^^
This is a brief synopsis of the history of Labia al-Hamra'
where al-Lablx grew up. However, he did not spend the whole of his
life there, and our references cannot tell us when he left,
although it is known that he departed towards Tunis. Ibn 'Ashur says
that he does not know his date of arrival in Tunis.
"It seems that he had. emigrated to Tunis when
the Spanish conquered Labia in 634/1236, while
Seville fell in the middle of the seventh
century and the Sevillians emigrated to Tunis
due to their historical connection with Tunis.
The latter connection had been due to the rule
of Abu §af§, al-^intatl, the grandfather of
the IJaf§ids, as governor of Seville and the
Arabs of al-Andalus for 'Abd al-Mu'min b. 'All
(the al-Kuwahhid ruler); then was succeeded
by his son 'Abd al-Wahid b. Abl IJaf^, and
later by another son, Abu Zakariyya. It is
also known that the time of al-Labli's settling
in Tunis coincided with the reign of the
well-known second Sultan, 'Umar b. al-Wathiq
al-3af§I."^
1. ITihayat al-Andalus . p.20.
2. Ibn 'Ashur, p.201. For further information on Abu 1-^afs
'Umar see Ibn Khaldun, vol.6, pp.305-11; Al-Hu'nis, p.140.
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This is the opinion of Ihn 'Ishur with which we may agree except
for his estimated date for the conquering of Labia in 634/1236.
The most reliable date is 655/1257, a date which is given by all
the main sources. Presumably, al-Labli depart&ci from Labia in
the midst of these events. Al-Maqqarr says that al-Labli taught his
students in al-Andalus, and then he departed to al-'Udwa, and he
resided at Bijaya and taught lessons in it, and then depart^A to
the East for the pilgrimage. Then later he returned to Tunis and
occupied himself with teaching till his death. These sources do
not tell us the date of his departure to Mecca, but they tell us
that he visited Egypt and Damascus. I believe that this last event
was probably between 655/1257 and 660/1261 because that was the time
when 'Izz ad-Din b. 'Abd as-Salam died, his teacher :
vKv^ CLcvkjrc: It is reported that al-Labll
presented his book Bughyat al-lmal fl Ma'rifat an-Huto bi-JwmT<
Mustaqbalat al-Af'al. to his teacher 'Izz ad-Din. The latter book
was edited by Ja'far Majid in the year 1972 although he changed
the title of the book, a matter which will be discussed in more
detail while commenting on the books of al-Labli.
In Cairo al-Labli met the Egyptian judge Muhammad b. 'All
TaqI ad-Din, who is known as Ibn Daqlq al-'Id. The latter, who was
a jurist and grammarian, welcomed al-Labli, saying "Khayra Macdam".
Then after a while he asked him about the reason for the fatha on
the letter "ra'lt in "Khavra Mac dam". Al-Labli answered that it was
due to the unrestricted object (maf<31 mufrlaq) whose verb did not
appear. He added that Sibawayhi mentioned this case in his book,
and al-Labli recited the whole section on the case for he had most
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of the book by heart. Then the Egyptian judge admired his abilities,
and welcomed him warmly. We could easily judge the strong influence
of Sibawayhi's book on al-Labll by this incident, and it had the
same influence on other Andalusi scholars of his time.^^
However, our available sources do not inform us about the
period which al-Labll spent in Cairo, or the specific time when he
went there. We are inclined, however, to put it approximately at
660/1261, on the basis of the date of the- death of his teacher 'Izz
ad-Din 'Abd as-Salam. We are also inclined to put the date of his
departure from Cairo between 660-675/1261-1276. This is because we
have had evidence that al-Labll presented his book Washy al-Hulal
to the Hafsid Caliph Abu 'Abd Allah Muhammad b. al-Amir Abu
Zakariyya, who began his rule in 647/1249 and died in 675/1276.
Al-Labll mentioned in the preface of his book that he presented the
book to the caliph sifter the latter received the oath of allegiance
from Mecca. It is known that this allegiance was given in 659/1260
when the Meccans delegated Abu Muhammad 'Abd al-IJaqq b. Bartala,
who recited in front of the caliph a poem composed by 'Abd al-IJaqq
b. Sab'in, the famous sufi:
Hejoice, 0 Amir of the fsiithful, in a pledge
which has come to you with acceptance and
happiness.
When the mother of villages (Mecca) comes
forward obediently, then the sons should
1. Sibawavhi Imam an-Nuhat. pp.192-3.
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piously be obedient.
It is also reported by Ibn Rushayd, a student of al-Labll,
that he met al-Labll at Cairo in 684/1232, and this implies that
(2)
al-Labll returned to Cairo once again. Besides, al-'Abdarl
reported that he had met al-Labll in Tunis and learned from him
language and jurisprudence; and he reports that al-Labll departed
long ago to the East. It is known that al-'Abdarl passed through
Tunis in 688/1289. Thus we understand that al-Labll returned to
Tunis before 688/1289, and this "long time ago" used by
al-'Abdarx to describe al-Labli^ journey to the East, refers to
a year before 675/1276 because we have shown that al-Labll had
been in Tunis during 660-675/1261-1276, e.g. between the dates of
the allegiance of Mecca to the Caliph and the death of the Caliph,
and that he had left before the Caliph died.
However, it seems most probable that the length of stay of
al-Labll in Cairo, Damascus and Mecca was not long although he
met several of his teachers there. But he had been a great teacher
(3)
himself before his journey to the East, a man with a
distinguished social status, and connections with other scholars,
and devoted students. Such a man with so many obligations is very
unlikely to stay away from his home town for a very long period of
1. Sha.jarat an-Nur. p.144.
2. Ar-Rihla al-Kaghribiyya. p.43; Al-Kaymani "Hawl", p.518;
J. Majid, p.9.
3. 'Unwan ad-Diraya. p.300.
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time. As for the teachers whom he joined during his journey, he
used them for revision and refinement of his knowledge as well as
gaining the honour of being ViChA-Vsince at that time
scholars speak of such relationships with pride.
As regards his teachers, al-Labli had been greatly influenced
by his teacher ash-Shalawbin 'Umar b. Muhammad. There is no better
evidence for this than the story narrated by Ibn 'Ulwan on the
authority of his father which he copied from his father's
written manuscript. The gist of this story is that the students
of Abu Ja'far al-Labll recited to him the verse of Imru* al-Qays:
IJayyi 1-hamula janibi 1-ghazli
(t)
idh la yula'imu shakluha shakli
Give a farewell greeting to the camel-borne
girl beside al-Ghazl since her shape
(morals) does not suit mine.
He then asked his students what was the regent ('amil) in the
adverb of time "idh" and they offered different answers. He told
them that this verse had been recited to his teacher ash-Shalawbin
who was asked the same question. Hut asfc-Shalawbin abstained from
*
giving the answer and directed them to Ibn 'Usfur, referring to
him as "the ignorant". At that time Ibn 'Usfur, who used to be a
student of ash-Shalawbin, had made himself independent and formed
1. Diwan Imri' al-favs. p.236; ITafh at-T"b, vol.2, p. U08.
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his own circle. Al-Labll continued saying that they were so
impressed by the abstruse grammatical problems which Ibn 'Usfur
discussed in his big circle, that they did not dare to ask the
question. Then they returned to their teacher ash-Shalawbin who
forgot to enquire about the outcome, until he was reminded by the
verse of an-llabigha:
fa-'addi 'amma tara idh la irtija'a lahu^
ignore what you have seen since it cannot
return
and enquired about Ibn 'Uffur's answer to their question. When they
told him that they were too impressed by Ibn 'U§fur he refused to
give the answer. In the same way, al-Labll told his students that
he would not answer the question, and they should find it out by
themselves. The story continues until one student of Ibn Abi
r-Rabi', who himself was a student of ash-Shalawbin, told them that
the word idh performed the function of the lam al-'illa in
indicating the reason for which a thing is done, and that this is
illustrated by the following aya from the Qur'an: idh nusawwikum
bi-rabbi l-'alamin (Surat 97).
This interesting story shows the extent of al-Labll's
adherence to his teacher's footsteps; al-Labll used to abide in
1. Nafh at-Tib, vol.2, p.408.
2. Surat ash-Shu*ara 97•
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his teaching by his teacher's methodology. This story also shows
the honesty of al-Labli when he appreciated the merit of Ibn 'Usfur.
We end this brief account of al-Labli'3 life by recording that
he died at the beginning of Muharram 69l/l291, and was buried at
his own house in Tunis. According to the earliest sources al-Labli
was born in 613/1216 but this is at variance with the estimate of
al-Suyu-fi, who put it at 623/1226 in al-Bughya^^ and later the
same error has since been repeated elsewhere.
Al-Labli's Teachers
Al-Labli studied under the authority of notable scholars,
most of them from al-Andalus, while some were from North Africa,
Damascus and Cairo.
1. The greatest of his teachers was ash-Shalawbin ('IJmar
b. Muhammad b. 'TJmar Abu 'All al-Ishbili al-Azdi, well known as
(2)ash-Shalawbin)^ ' who was born in 562/ll66. He was the undisputed
greatest authority on Arabic at his time. He studied under
as-Suhayli and al-Juzuli and Ibn Kharuf, and a handful of his
students were outstanding grammarians like Ibn 'Usfur, Ibn Ishaq
al-Tilimsani and Ibn al-Abbar. Al-Labli joined this teacher at
1. Bughyat al-Wu'at, vol. 1, p.403.
2. Ad-Diba.i al-Hudhahhab, pp. 185-6; Sha.iarat an-'Tur. p.82;
Bughyat al-Wu'at. vol.2, p.224; Mu*,iam al-Mu'allifIn. vol.7,
p.316; Wafayat al-Acyan, vol.1, p.482; Ibn 'Ashur, p.200;
Al-Maymani, p.541; J. Majid, p.10.
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Seville, where ash-Shalawbln taught grammar for about sixty years.
This great teacher did not limit himself to teaching alone, but
was the author of several books, including Ta'Ixq 'ala Kitab
Sibawavhi, Ta'liq 'ala Hufassal az-Zamakhshari, the books
at-Tawti'a and al-Qawanin on grammar, and Sharhayn 'ala l—Juzuliwa
of al-Juzulx. He died in 645/1247.
2. Ad-Dabbaj, ('All b. Jabir b. 'All al-Imam Abu 1-Hasan
ad-Dabbaj al-Ishblli al-Lakhmx)^^ the grammarian, the great
reciter, a student of Ibn Kharuf. He learned the Qur'an tinder the
authority of 'All b. Bakr. He was an outstanding scholar of
grammar for about fifty years, and taught al-Labli in Seville. He
died as a result of the mental and emotional distress caused by
the conquest of Seville by the Christians and the consequent
of church bells and the silencing of the adhan, which led
to his death in Sha'ban, 646/1248.
5. Ibn al-'A^ar,^^ (Muhammad b. 'Abd Allah al-Qaysx Abu
'Abd Allah b. al-'At$ar al-Qurjpibl al-Azdl al-Naghribl). He was a
poet with a beautiful style and fine expressions. As-Suyu^x says
1. See Bughyat al-Wu'at, vol.2, p.153; Ibn 'Ashur, p.200;
Ja'far Majid, p.10; Sha.iarat adh-Dhahab. vol.5, pp.235-6.
2. See Nafh at-'jlib, vol.2, pp.324-25; Fawat al-Wafayat, vol.2,
p.493; Bughvat al-Wu'at, vol. 1, p.493; Ibn 'Ashur, p.200;
Mu'jam al-Mu'allifln, vol. 10, p.237.
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about him that he was a companion of Ibn Abi Rafiqa and al-Lalill,
and it seemed that al-Labli adhered to him for a considerable period
of time. Ibn al-'At$ar died in 707/1307.
4. Ibn Lubb asb-Sha^ibl^^ (Muhammad b. Lubb b. 'Abd Allah
b. Khayra Abu 'Abd Allah a^-Shatibi). He was a student of some
scholars from the West. He studied Arabic, and taught it in his
home country and in Cairo. He was known for his aphorisms, such as
" pre-occupation with Vnm. ^
ksjcoeL* Ee d-ie<i approximately 640/1242.
(2)
5. Ibn Suraqa, (Muhammad b. Muhammmad b. Ibrahim b.
al-Husayn b. Suraqa) known by the kunyas Abu 'Abd Allah and Abu
1-Qasim and Abu Bakr, and given the title Muhyi ad-Din. He belongs
to the Malik! school of jurisprudence. He was born at Shatiba (jativa)
in 552/1157. He was conversant in jurisprudence, a sufi and a poet.
He was a student of Abu 1-Qasim b. Baqi. He went to Baghdad and
attended the teachings of Ibn Jawaliqi, and ash-Shaykh Abu Jjafs
al-Harawi and Abu Talib al-Qu^bi and Abu Hafs ad-Dlnawarx. He
became the head of the Bihadiyya school of gadith at Aleppo and
1. See Nafh at-flb. vol.2, p.268; Bughyat al-Wu'at. vol.1, p.216;
Ibn 'Ashur, op. cit.; Mu* jam al-Hu'allifin. vol.11, pp.176-7.
2. See Hafh a^-^ib. vol.2, p.270ff; Fawat al-Wafayat. vol.2,
p. 306; Shadharat adh-Dhahab, vol.5, p.310; Al-A'lam. vol. 2,
p.217; Hadiyyat al-'lrifin, vol.3, pp.127-8; An-Hu.ium az-
Zahira. vol.6, p.216; Ku'.iam al-Mu'allifin. vol.11, p.176;
Ibn 'Ashur, p.200.
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then came to Egypt and became head of the KamiII school of Hadlth
in Cairo after the death of ai&-Shaykh Ibn Suhayl al-Qa§rI in the
year 642/1244. Among his writings were I'.iaz al-Qur'an and
al-ffiyal ash-Shar * drya. and Sharif al-Kafl fl al-Fara'id and Xitab
al-A'dad, in which he studied the significance of numbers in the
Qur'an and in jurisprudence. He was a teacher of al-Labll in
Cairo. He died in 662/1263 (or 663/1264) and he was buried beside
the hill of al-Muqa$$am.
6. Ibn RaJjmun^^ ('Abd al-Raijman b. Muhammad b. 'Abd al-
Rahman Abu 1-Qasim b. Rahman al-Ma§mudl). He was a student of Ibn
Kharuf, was renowned for his eloquence, and was fond of collecting
books, especially on grammar. He taught the book of SIbawayhi.
Al-Labll became a student of his at Sabta (Ce^ta). He died in
649/1251.
(2)
7. 'Abd al-Hamld al-Khusrawshahl ('Abd al-^amld b. 'fsa
b. 'Ammuwayh Abu Muhammad Shams ad-Din). His origin was from
Khusrawshah, a village of Tibrlz about 6 miles away from it. He
was a scholar of kalam, and well-established in the science of u^ul,
philosophy and jurisprudence. He stayed in Damascus and Karak with
al-Malik an-Na§ir b. Da'ud for many years. His writings include
1. 3ughvat al-Wu'at. vol. 2, p.86; Ibn 'Ishur, p.200;
J. Majid, p.10.
2. An-Hu.ium az-Zahira. vol.7, p.30; Al-A'Iam, vol.4, p.59;
Mu'.iam al-Mu'allifln, vol.5, p.103; Hadiyyat al-'lrifln. vol.1,
p.506; Kashf a^-ffunun. p.1055; Ibn 'Jlshur, p.201.
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Ikhtigar al-Huhadhdhab on Shafi'x jurisprudence, and Ikhtisar
ash-Shifa', an abridgement of Ibn Sana's work, and Talkhxs al-Ayat
al-Qur'aniyya li-l-Fakhr al-Razx. He was a teacher of al-Lablx in
Damascus. He was born in 580/ll84 and died in 652/1254.
8. Al-'Izz b. 'Abd al-Salam^^ ('Izz ad-Din Shaykh al-Islam
Abu Muijammad 'Abd al-Aziz b. 'Abd al-Salam b. Abu 1-Qasim b.
al-ljasan). He resided in Sulma and Damascus and Egypt and belonged
to the Shafi'i school of jurisprudence. He was born in 577 (or
578/1181-2) and studied under a number of great scholars. He
developed his abilities in jurisprudence, usul and other religious
sciences like Hadlth, tafsir and differences of opinions in
jurisprudence. He surpassed his rivals, and attained the competence
of i.itihad. the ability to issue a fatwa without copying others.
He was a teacher of other great scholars like ad-Dimya^x and Ibn
Daqlq al-'Id, who conferred upon him the nickname of Sultan
al-'TJlama'. 'Izz al-DIn stayed in Baghdad some months, preaching
and occupying the post of imam at one of the mosques, and later
held a judiciary post in Egypt. He was an adherent of Sufx circles
and was fond of their rhythms and rituals. Al-Lablx presented to
him his book Bughyat al-lmal about which we shall talk later on.
He died in Egypt in 660/1261 in Jumada al-tFla.
1. Mu'jam al-Mu'allifxn. vol. 5, p.249; Hadiyyat al-'lrifin.
vol. 1, p.580; Sha.iarat adh-Dhahab, vol. 5, pp.501-2;
Tabaaat ash-Shafl'iyya, vol.8, p.219; Ibn 'Ashur, p.203.
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9. Al-A'lam al-Ba^alyawsi^^^ (Ibrahim b. Muhammad, b. Ibrahim
Abu Isljaq al-Ba$alyawsi). He was a native of Badajoz in
Al-Andalus, and was known as al-A'lam, but is not to be confused
with ash-Shantamari who was known as Yusuf b. Sulayman. He was
a benevolent man, fond of literature and he wrote some books on
grammar and literary subjects, e.g., Adab Ahl Bafralyaws and
commentaries on the Idah. of al-Farisx and az-Zajjaji's Jumal.
the Kami 1 of al-Mubarrid, the Amali of al-Qali, al-Jam' bayn
al-^ifrah by al-Jawhari and al-Gharib al-Hu^annaf by ash-Shaybani.
It is worth noting that ibn 'Ishur mentions in his article that
al-Labli studied under al-A'lam and al-Ba^alyawsi, apparently under
the impression that these are two different people.
Al-Labli also studied under other scholars well-known in their
time for whom available references do not provide us with
biographies. These were:
- - - (2)
10. Yahya b. 'Abd al-Karim al-Fandulayibi. He was
al-Labli's teacher in Labia.
(3)
11. Ahmad b. 'Ali al-Himyari al-Balati. He was al-Labli's
teacher in "Funis.
1. Bughvat al-Wu'at. vol.1, p.422, where his name is given as
Ibrahim b. Qasim; al-A'lam. vol.1, p.60; Ibn 'Ishur, p.201;
Jo Majid, p.10,
2. Ibn 'Ishur, pp.200-1; J. Rajid, p.10.
3. Ibn 'Ishur, pp.200-1; J. Majid, p.10.
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12. Muhammad b. Muhammad al-Qaysl.^^ He taught al-Labll
in Ceuta.
(2)
13. Sharaf ad-Dxn b. Abi 1-Fadl al-Eursx. He was al-Lablx's
teacher in Alexandria.
(3)
14. Sharaf ad-Dxn <Abd Allah b. Yahya al-Fihri al-Tilimsani. '
He taught al-Lablx in Egypt.
(4)
15. Ha§ir ad-Din b. Abx 1-Futuh b. Nahid al-Mifrx. He
was also his teacher in Egypt.
(5)
16. Al-ljafi^ 'Abd al-'Azxm al-Mundhirx. ' He also taught
al-Lablx in Egypt.
17. Al-Hasan b. Ibrahim ad-Diriblx.^ He was his teacher
in Damascus.
Students of al-Labli
Besides the above teachers, al-Lablx had his own students who
were very devoted to him. Al-Kaqqarx says of him In his Nafh
aj-'jxb that he had a capacity for simple expressions in teaching
his books, and that he was knowledgeable with many writings of his
own. Thus he was capable of producing such outstanding scholars
1-6. Ibn 'Ishur, pp.200-1; J. Majid, p.10.
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as Abu Hayyan to whom we shall refer later.
1. Muhammad b. 'Umar^^ who was descended from Rushayd
al-Pihri as-Sabtl, had the titles Abu 'Abd Allah and Muhibb ad-Din
and is generally known as Ibn Rushayd. He was a scholar of the
Arabic language, lexicography and prosody and also of Hadlth. He
was a scholar in various readings of the Qur'an and was knowledgeable
in history. He had other famous teachers in Egypt, Syria, Mecca and
Madina. He mentioned them in the record of his journey which he
called Ml* al-'Avba fima Jumi'a bi-Tul al-Ghavba fi r-Rihla ila
Makka wa-^ayba. This book was written in six volumes, containing
a discussion of many different branches of knowledge. He also wrote
Talkhi^ al-Oawanin fx n-Nahw and Sharh al-Tainis li-Hazim. He was
a teacher in Granada of different subjects, and was khatib and
imam in the Mosque. It is Ibn Rushayd who tells us that al-Labll
was in Cairo in 684/1387. He was born in Ceuta in 607/1210 and
died in Fez in 72l/l321.
2. Ibn Jabir al-V/adl-lshl Shams ad-Din Abu 'Abd-Allah
- (2)
Muhammad b. Imam al-Muhaddith Mu'In ad-Din b. Jabir al-Qaysi.
He is described as humorous, a great traveller and conversant in
the traditions of the Prophet. His origin was Wadl Ash (Guadix), a
1. Mu'jam al-Hu'allif"n. vol.11, p.94; Kashf a^-^unun. pp.835-
1813; Al-KaymanI, "Hawl" 518; J. Majid, p.9; Ad-Dlba.i
al-Mudhahhab, p.310; Bughvat al-Wu'at, vol. 1, pp.199-200;
Al-A'lam. vol.7, p.205.
2. Nafh afr-^Ib. vol.7, p.125 ff; Al-A'lam, vol.6, p.293;
Ibn 'Ishur, p.201; J. Kajid, p.10.
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town in al-Andalus close to Granada. He was also a cv\Sfcand
a well-known poet. He was a teacher of Lisan ad-Din b. al-Khatib
and 'Abd ar-Rahman b. Khaldun. He was a teacher in Fez and in
the region of Constantino and Bijaya, and outside al-Mahdiyya and
Tilimsan. He also studied in Egypt. He had a voluminous diwan
of poetry, other useful commentaries, including some on the books
of Malik! jurisprudence. He was born in the year 667/1268 and died
in 779/1377.
3. Abu 'Abd Allah Muhammad b. Muhammad b. 'All al-'Abdar!^^
(2)
al-Ham". He is originally from Valencia. Among the titles
given to him are the Imam, the brilliant, the learned, the
transmitter of tradition and the traveller and the eloquent writer.
He made his most famous journey for the pilgrimage in the year
688/1289. He started from Hama or Haha through Baja, Tunisia,
al-Qayrawan, Cairo and other cities where he both taught and learned
and met remarkable people such as Abu Zayd ad-Dabbagh in Qayrawan
who awarded him an ijaza and al-Labld! in Tunisia and Abu 'All
at-Tabl! in Baja; the latter taught him al-Muqarrab by Ibn 'U§fur.
He studied language and jurisprudence under al-Labll as he reported
in his journey. He also informs us that he met al-Labli in Tunis
in 688/1289 and reports that al-Labll went to Mecca for the
1. Ar-Rihla al-Maghribiwa. p.43; Mu'.iam al-Mu'allifin. vol.11
p.224; Sha.iarat an-Hur, p.217; J. Kajid, p.6
2. Alternatively al-IJahl, referring to Haha which is in the
west of Morocco near Azmur; also called al-^Ihi as in
Fihris al-Faharis.
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pilgrimage "a long time ago" and then visited the East and Cairo.
As regards the dates of his birth and death we have no specific
information. Among his compilations are Ar-Rihla al-Haghribiyya
and al-Fahrasa and also some poems.
4. Another student of al-Labll was Abu Hayyan^^ - Athir
ad-Din Muhammad b. Yusuf al-Gharnat£ al-Jayyani al-Andalus£. He
was the greatest grammarian who emerged in al-Andalus after Ibn
Malik, nicknamed Amir al-Ku'minin in grammar. He was also a
commentator on the Qur'an, conversant in the Prophet's traditions,
and history. He was born in 654/1256 and he first departed from
al-Andalus in 679/1280 due to a misunderstanding between him and his
teacher Abu Ja'far b. Ibrahim. He was accompanied by other people.
He belonged to the Zahirite school and as a result there was a
friendship between him and Ibn Mada'. But he abandoned this school
for the Shafi'i school, even though he had previously stated that
it was impossible for a gahirite believer to Kuc»ocr*c>oi his
doctrines. He was a student of famous teachers, and he settled in
Cairo after his departure from al-Andalus in the same year, 679/
1280. As a teacher he produced a whole generation of grammarians in
Cairo, including Ibn 'Aqil and Ibn Ab£ 1—Qasim. He was the author
of various writings, including Sharh Hitab Sibawavhi. al-Humti' f£
t-Ta^rif and Sharh al-Kuqarrab f£ n-ITahw li-Ibn 'U^fur. He wrote
three commentaries on at-Tashil by Ibn Malik, and Hanha.i aa-Salik
1. Nafh at-Tib, vol.3, p.290ff; Sha.iarat an-Nur, p.212;
Bughyat al-Wu'at. vol.1, p.280; Mu'.iam al-Mu'allifin. vol.12
Ibn 'Ishur, p.201.
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on the Alfiwa of Ihn Malik. He also wrote al-Irtishaf in six
volumes, which he abridged in two volumes. Of this book as-Suyu^i
says that these two volumes were the most comprehensive reference
works on grammar, and that he thus relied on them in his book Jam*
al-Jawami '. He died in 745/1344.
Works of al-Labli
Al-Labll was the author of thirteen works of which we have any
knowledge, the majority dealing with grammar although some seem to
have been concerned with other topics. Of the following list, only
three are known to have survived. The works are arranged in
apparent order of composition.
1. Tuhfat al-Ka.id a^-^arih fx Sharh Kitab al-Fa^ih^ ^
This is a commentary on the Kitab al-Fasih. a grammatical
(2)
work attributed to the third-century scholar Tha'lab. This
commentary has been widely praised by later sources. Al-Maqqari,
for example, states that the book does not contain any violation
(3)of the speech of the Arabs while Hajji Khalifa, quoting Ibn
p. 56
1. See/above, al-Labli's biography and al-Fahijam, p.236ff.
2. This attribution is by no means certain; other scholars have
attributed it variously to Ibn al-Sikkit, Ibn al-'Arabi and
al-Farra'. See Kashf az-ffunun, 1272; Ibn 'Ashur, p.201;
Al-Maymani "Hawl", p.517ff.
3. Nafh at-Tib. vol.2, p.407.
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al-Eanna'I, states that it is a work unique in its execution and
the abundance of its benefits.^ The modern scholar al-Maymanl
(2)
claims that it approaches the level of perfection .
The first volume of this work exists in manuscript form in the
Dar al-Kutub in Tunis (Lugha, 20). This manuscript is of modern
date, having been copied by Muhammadash-Shinqj-fei who died in 1906.
We do not know from what manuscript this copy was taken, but it
seems entirely possible that it is identical with the manuscript
referred to below, which eventually found its way into al-Kaymani's
possession. The second volume is unfortunately missing. In
addition, MaymanI states that he has discovered a complete copy of
the work, written in Maghribi handwriting in two massive volumes,
the first one copied from the original of al-Labll in 241 folios,
and the second possibly in his own writing and consisting of 247
folios, both with the signature of al-Lablx. He states his intention
of preparing the work for publication, but unfortunately he died
(3)before he could do this.
The present author has not been able to consult this manuscript,
or to discover further details about it. It seems to have come into
al-Maymanl's possession in about 1962, in which year he mentions it
- (4)
as a recent acquisition in his article on al-Lablx.
1. Kashf az-^unun. p.1273.
2. Al-HaynanI "Hawl", p.518ff.
3. Al-Fahham, p.236ff.
4. Al-Maymanl "Hawl", p.541.
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The book was written, according to al-Lablx, at the request of
the minister Abu Bakr b. al-Wazxr Abx 1-Hasan, for presentation
to one Abu 1-Qasim b. Dhx 1-Wizaratayn Abx 'All. Ibn 'Ashur suggests
that the men may be related, and have served the rulers of Seville
during the Almohade period.^
(2)
According to some sources al-Lablx wrote another commentary
on the Kitab al-Fa^xh, which is specifically described by Ibn Jabir
as being an abridgement (mukhtagar) of the above. Additional
confirmation of the existence of this abridgement is provided by
Ibn 'Ashur who quotes an anecdote given by Muhammad b. 'Arafa
at-TunusI (d. 803/1400 ) in which al-Lablx is portrayed as
demanding a comparison of the Muqarrab of Ibn 'Usfur and his own
sharh al-Mu.imal. Ibn 'Ashur suggests that this Mu.imal may be
identical with the mukhtagar mentioned above; the hypothesis is an
(3)
attractive one, even if it cannot be proved.s '
It may finally be mentioned that Ibn Farhun refers to a work
(4)
whose title he gives as Lubab Tuhfat al-Ka.id '; this may also
refer to the above abridgement or merely be a corruption of the
title of the original work.
1. Ibn 'Ashur, p.204.
2. The Washy al-Hulal actually refers to a commentary on the
shawahid of Kitab al-Fa^xh. but this seems to be an error on
the part of the scribe in this passage.
3. Ibn 'Ashur, "Takmila", pp.692, ff.
4. Ad-Dxba.i al-Mudhahhab, p.81.
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2. Bughyat al-Amal fx Ha'rifat aa-Nu^q bi-Jami' "ustaqbalat al-Af'al^
This woit is known in two manuscripts and has been edited on the
basis of arxeo^-NSosaco-by Ja'far Majid.
The older manuscript is preserved in the Khuda Bakhsh Oriental
(2)
Public Library, Patna (Bankipore), XX, 2104. This copy is written
in large clear handwriting and consists of 71 folios each containing
13 lines. It was completed on Monday, 22 Ramadan, 690/1290 by Ahmad
b, Ibrahim b. Muhammad, and contains a note that it has been
checked against the original. Al-Labli died in Huharram 69l/l291
and the manuscript is thus contemporary. The title of the work is
in the form quoted above, and clearly is the most authentic.
The second manuscript is preserved in the Arab League Collection,
Tunis (IT. 10420). It consists of 92 folios with 11 lines to the
page. It is written in an eastern hand with marginal notes with
(3)
section headings written in red. The name of the scribe and
the date of completion are unknown. This copy contains many errors
and lacunae, and is much inferior to the Bankipore manuscript
which it would seem to be later. The title is given as Bughyat
al-Amal fi Ka'rifat Kustaqbalat al-Af'al.
1. See p.56 above, al-Labll's biography.
2. GAL. vol.3, p.967.
3. Ja'far Majid, p.15.
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The Tunis manuscript was used as the basis of a printed edition
by Ja'far Majid (Tunis, 1972). The editor was aware of the existence
of the first manuscript but did not utilise it. This edition
unfortunately suffers from a number of deficiencies which may be
summarised as follows.
1. All existing sources for the study of al-Labll's
biography have not been consulted. Examples of works not consulted
are the Sha.iarat an-Nur az-Zakiyya and among modern works Hu'.iam al-
Hu'allifIn, al-Mawsu'a al-Haghribiyya and Rawdat al-Jannat.
2. He does not make full use of such sources as he has
consulted. In particular, he does not mention the laqab of al-Labl£,
Shihab ad-Din, which is mentioned in Xashf ag-^unun. He does not
mention the kunya of al-Labli's father, Abu l-IJajjaj, which has been men¬
tioned in ad-Dlba.i al-Hudhahhab. Moreover, he does not mention the
month, Muharram, of al-Labli's death, which is mentioned in Bughyat
al-Wu'at.
3. He does not point out the differences in the various
versions of his family ancestry; see page 57 of this study.
4. He is not successful in giving the correct title of the
manuscript which he edited despite the severe criticism which he
directs at other writers on this point, assuming that the only
discrepancies here are related to the division of its title. He
does not mention the revisions which influenced the main title of
the manuscript (see below). We have adopted in our study the
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original title of the copy which was written during the lifetime
of al-Labli and was checked with the original. The title chosen by
Ja'far Kajid was that of the Tunis manuscript.
5. He accuses Brockelmam of having used no source but
Bughyat al-Wu'at. This is not justified, since Bughyat al-Wu'at
gives the title of the book in a distorted form, and makes one book
into two. Brockelmann gives the correct title of the book and
indicates where it is to be found.
6. He distorts the story reported in Nafh at-flb and other
sources about the dialogue between al-Labli and Abu 1-Hasan Hazim
b. Hazim the critic of Washy al-Hulal. He portrays al-Labli as
commanding his critic to be firm and fair. However, the true story
is that he requested from Abu l-3Iasan that he should overlook the
weak points, but the latter insisted on being fair and firm. This
point is clearly shown in Nafh at-^ib^^ the book which Ja'far
Majid used.
7. He acknowledges that al-Labli utilized all the sources
which the latter listed in Tuhfat al-Ma.id, about a hundred books.
However, we do not see these references listed by Ja'far Majid in
his edition of Bughyat al-Amal. Indeed we find that he gives only
31 Arabic references, containing 16 biographical books not directly




8. Ja'far Majid lists the books mentioned in Bughyat al-lmal
by name, 19 books in all, but he uses only one reference from them.
9. The limited number of his footnotes indicates that he
concentrated simply on the printing of the manuscript. As a result
his edition contains missing words and blank spaces. This is a
serious limitation since the task of the editor should be the
insertion of appropriate words which he must explain in his footnotes,
so as to facilitate reading it.
10. He promises in his book to speak about three stages in
al-Labll's life: the Andalusi, the western and the eastern, but he
does not fulfil this promise.
11. He perpetuates the common error that Ibn Kharuf had been
a teacher of al-Labll. This is _ ~ contradictory of him since
he also admits that al-Labll was born in the year 613/1216, while
Ibn Kharuf died in 609/1212.
12. 13, 14. He lists the names of al-Labll's teachers and
students without briefly describing their biographies. Similarly,
he lists al-Labli's books without commenting on their contents, or
even specifying the whereabouts of such of these as have survived.
15. He declares that al-Labll departed from Labia in 654/1257
to the West. He should have pointed out that this was a rough
approximation made on the basis of the events and the entry of
Alfonso X into Labia.
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16. He remarks that although the Bughyat was less famous than.
Tuhfat al-Ha.jd, it has not been ignored by the commentators. This
is a misleading remark. If he means that the book had been
commented on, this is not supported by the facts, and he produces
no evidence for this in his biographical references. If he means
that commentators did not . referring to it, this is also not
ara>^
the truth. It *■ ■ referred tc^by az-Zabidi in his book
Ta.i al-'Arus, and then only once to the best of our knowledge, and
according to him, az-Zabidi himself was only a linguist and not a
commentator. This observation is only intended to draw attention
to an inaccuracy in Ja'far's edition, not to belittle the Bughyat
al-lmal itself.
17. He confuses two different personalities in al-Labli's
life, namely his teacher 'Izz ad-Din b. 'Abd as-Salam, to whom he
presented the Bughyat al-Amal after he had studied under him in
Cairo, and his student Ibn Rushayd, who met him in Cairo in 684/
1286. Ja'far Majid remarks that al-Labll presented Bughyat al-lmal
to 'Izz ad-Din b. 'Abd as-SalSm whom he met in Cairo in 684/1285,
and therefore the book had been written between 684-691/1285-1292
in Tunis, which is an incorrect statement. He appears to be
thinking about al-Labli's student while speaking about the teacher.
Nevertheless, he correctly reports al-Maymanl's statement that
Ibn Rushayd met al-Labll in Cairo in 684/1285. Moreover, al-Labli
presented his book to 'Izz ad-Din during the life of the latter,
who passed away in 660/1261. Al-Labll wrote this book in Cairo and
not in Tunis while he was with his teacher. Thus he wrote the book
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between 655/1257, the time of the fall of Labia, and 660/1261, the
time of his teacher's death.
Although Ja'far Majid's work is thus open to criticism upon
several points, this should in no way detract from the valuable
service which he performed for the study of Arabic grammar, of the
Arab cultural heritage and for al-Labll himself.
The subject-matter of the book can perhaps best be summed up
in the following paraphrase of al-Labll's own words:
"Determining the vowel of the second letter in
the imperfect verb (mudari'). The book is
divided into two parts: one part is devoted to
the three-letter verb while the other deals with
verbs that have more letters: four, five or six.
The book ends up with two sections: one on how
to pronounce the passive verb and another on
the vocalisation of the prefixes of the
imperfect."
It may finally be remarked that the title of this work is
given in a large number of difference forms by our sources. In
order to avoid confusion it may be useful to give a list of
these distorted titles here:
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1. Bughyat al-A'mal bi Ma'rifat an-Nuta bi-Jami* Hustaqbalat
3. Bughyat al-lnal bi-Ma'rifat an-Nutq bi-Jami' Hustaqbalat
There are others who split it into two books, as follows:
5.a al-&nal bi-Ma'rifat an-Nutq bi-Jaml' Kustaqbalat al-Af'al




1. Kashf az-^unun. p.247.
2. Ibn 'Ishur, p.201.
3. Hadiyyat al-'Arifin. vol.1, p.100.
4. The Arab League Collection, Tunis, No.10420, ed. by J. Majid.
5. Hu'.iaa al-Hu'allifin, vol.2, p.213.
6. Bughyat al-Wu'at, vol.1, p.403; Kashf az-Zunun, pp.251, 1674.
7. Rawdat al-Jannat. vol.1, p.306; Al-A'Ian, vol.1, p.260.
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3. Washy al-Hulal fl Sharh Abyat al-Jumal
This work is the subject of the present study and edition,
which will be studied in detail below.
4. Al-Imla' 'ala Kitab al-Jumal
This book has not been mentioned in the current bibliographies
which study al-Labli's life. However, this book is mentioned by
al-Labli himself in his book Washy al-Hulal^^ as a commentary on
the book of Sharh al-Jumal. It was al-Labli's practice, when he
handled a book, to comment on its text and its shawahid. This work
is not extant.
5. A commentary on the Adab al-Katib of Ibn Qutayba (213/828 -
276/889).
The most important of the commentaries on this work is
Al-Iotidab fi Adab al-Kuttab by Ibn As-S£d who died in 42l/l030.
He commented on the introduction of the book, and listed in his
interpretation the classes of writers and their requirements. Then
he critically commented on its finer points and then he interpreted
its poetic evidence. Some scholars have been contented ; tcs
interpretation of its introduction, like az-Zajjaji who died in
339/950. Others provided a comprehensive commentary of the book,
like al-Jawaliql, who died in 539/1144 while others interpreted its
1. See pp. 22, 23, 216, 245, 249, 283, 318, 386.
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poetic evidence alone,like Ahmad Khazirji who died in 338/949.
The only reference to the existence of such a work by al-Labli
is contained in the Khizanat al-Adab It is regrettable that
this commentary has been lost to Arabic literature, and has been
ignored in all bibliographies. The only idea which we can form of
the nature of this lost book must be based on the A.dab al-Katib
itself and other commentaries which are preserved, a method which
must apply to the other lost works of al-Labli.
(2)6. Al-Baghdadi also refers in the Khizanat al-Adab ' to a
commentary on the verses of the Adab al-Katib by al-Labli.
However an anonymous note in the margin of the Khizana speculates
that the name of al-Labli may be an error for an-Nili. However,
no such name as an-Nili is to be found in any of the bibliographical
sources and we may well doubt the existence of such a person. Thus
there is no reason to doubt the book's attribution; moreover, if we
accept that al-Labli composed a commentary on the text of the Adab
al-Katib it is not unlikely that he should have composed a
commentary on its shawahid. Both Ibn 'Sshur and Ja'far Majid
accept the authenticity of this last work.
7. Al-Labli wrote another commentary on Islah al-Mantiq by
Ibn aS-Sikkit (b. 136/802, d. 244/838).
1. Khizanat al-Adab. vol. 1, p.11.
2. Ibid.
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Ibn as-Sikklt wrote this book to redress mistakes in spoken Arabic.
He lists the words which had the same form but different meanings, or
different forms but the same meanings, or more than one meaning or
pronunciation. He also discusses weak and strong verbs, and errors
in the use of hamza and shadda among the common people. It has
also been commented upon by Abu Mansur al-Azharx (d. 370/980) and
Abu 1-'Abbas Ahmad al-Marlsx (d. 460/1067). Its verses were
interpreted by Abu Muhammad al-Slrafl (d. 385/995). The subject
matter of the book was rearranged in alphabetical order by ash-
Shaykh Abu 1-Baqa' al-'Ukburl (d. 616/1219). It was also checked
and improved by Abu 'All an-Nisaburi (d. 442/l050). It has been
summarized by Abu 1-Makarim 'All (d. 56l/ll65).^ Finally, the
two scholars Ahmad Shakir and 'Abd as-Salam Harun made a critical
edition of the book which was published by Dar al-Ha'arif, Cairo,
(2nd ed. 1949).
Unfortunately, al-Labli's contribution to the interpretation
of the book has been lost, and it was only mentioned by al-Baghdadi
(2)
in Khizanat al-Adab.
8. A work variously known as (a) Raf' al-Talbxs 'an Haalqat
al-Ta.inls^^. (b) Raf' al-Talbls (ala I^aqlaat al-Tainxs^^,
1. Kashf az-Zunun, p.108.
2. Khizanat al-Adab, vol. 1, p.11.
3. Ad-Dlba.i al-Mudhahhab, p. 81.
4. Shajarat an-Nur. p.198.
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(c) Rif'at al-Talbis 'an Haqiqat al-Tainls,^ (d) Raf' al-Talbis
(2)
'an Ka'rifat al-Ta.inis, (e) Raf' al-Talbis fl Ma'rifat al-
Ta.inis^ (f) al-Tajnls^.
The title of the hook, which is also lost, tells us that it is
concerned with the science of rhetoric.
(5)
9. 'Agidat al-Mu'min fl 'Ilm al-Kalam.
This book is also called by some writers al-'Agida al-Fihriyya
(7)
or 'Agida fl 'Ilm al-Kalam.v Others declare that it was just a
(8)
poem (Ur.iuza). 1 Ja'far Majid remarked that this book was always
considered to be identical with another lost work known as
(9)
al-Adhkar. However, this is contradicted by the 'Unwan ad-
Diraya^^ which refers to these as two separate works. Y7e know
nothing of the contents of either of these books beyond what may
be inferred from the titles.
1. J. Majid, p.11.
2. Hadiyyat al-'Arifin. vol. 1, p.100.
3. Hu'.iam al-Hu'allifin. vol.1, p.213.
4. Nafh at-'j'Ib, vol.2, p.407.
5. Hadiyyat al-'Arifin. vol. 1, p.100; J. Majid, p.11.
6. Ad-Diba.i al-Mudhahhab. p.81; Shajarat an-ITur, p.198.
7. Nafh at-Tib, vol.2, p.407. 'Unw-ln ad-Diraya, p.301.
8. Al-Mawsu'a al-Maghribiyya, vol.3, p.159*
9. J. Hajid, p.11.
10. 'Unwan ad-Diraya, p.300.
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10. Al-Lablx wrote a Fahrasa (i.e. academic record) of his
teachers, called by some people Barnama.ian.^^ in which he gives
his teachers' names.
_ (2)
11. Al-I'lam bi-Hudud Oawa'id al-Kalam. sometimes called
(3) _
al-I'lam bi-Hudud Qawa'id al-Kalam fl al-Hantiq. In this book
he tackled the three components of speech: the noun, the verb and
the preposition.
12. Al-Lablx wrote another book on morphology which resembled
al-Kumti' fi 3-^arf by Ibn 'Uffur, according to aS-Suytitx in
Bughyat al-Wu'at.
13. Al-Karam wa-S-^afh wa-l-Ghufran wa-l-'Afw. In some reports
he is said to have summarized A in a small booklet, while in
others it is said to have been summarized in a small volume by
(5)
someone else.
These are the 13 known works of al-Lablx of which only three
have come down to us; Washy al-Hulal, Bughyat al-lmal and Tuhfat
al-Ka.jd.
1. Al-Hawsu*a al-Haghribiyya. vol.3, p.159; J. Majid, p.11.
2. Nafh a^-'ylb. vol.2, p.407.
3. Eadiyyat al-'Irifln, vol. 1, p.100; Ku'.iam al-Ku'allifxn,
vol. 2, p.213.
4. Vol. 1, p.403.
5. Ibn 'Ishur, p.201.
CHAPTER V
AIT EDITION Aim CRITICAL STUDY OF THE BOOK OF
WASH! AL-5TJLAL FI SHARS ABTAT AL-JTIMAL
Washy al-Hulal is based on the evidence quoted by az-Zajjajx
in his book, al-Jumal. It is not only in grammar that scholars
compiled books on the study of what is called shawahid: for such
books were written in jurisprudence as well as in rhetoric and
singing. Examples of these are al-Istidhkar by Abu 'Umar Yusuf b.
'Abd al-Barr in comparative jurisprudence, Ka'ahid at-Tansx;=i fx
Sharh Shawahid al-Talkhxs by 'Abd ar-Rahxm Ahmad al-'Abbadx in rhetoric
and al-Aghani, which is based on a hundred songs chosen for
ar-Rashid. Many books on grammar and morphology were written which
vary in subject and quality but are similar in method. Al-Mubarrid,
az-Zajjaj, Ibn an-ITahhas, Ibn as-Slrafl, al-A'lam and az-Zamakhsharx
all wrote books on the shawahid of Sxbawayhi, and 'Abd al-Qahir
al-Baghdadx wrote his Khizanat al-Adab based on the shawahid of
al-Kafiya on grammar, and ash-Shafiva. on morphology of ar-Ra<JI.
Turning to the shawahid of the Jumal, we find that commentaries
written on them by, among others, al-A'lam ash-Shantamarx,
Ibn as-Sld al-3atalyawsx, Ibn Hisham, the author of al-Mughnx. and
finally al-Lablx himself.
The method used by all of these scholars is first to cite the
shahid quoted by the writer to support a certain rule or argument,
and then to discuss the quotation and give a brief commentary on
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the author. The author of Washy al-Hulal follows this same method
in discussing the shawahid of al-Jumal.
The title Washy al-Hulal literally means "The adornment of
clothes". Washy is the verbal noun from washa which means "adorn",
and hulal means "clothes". It seems that al-Labli noticed that
Ibn as-Sld called his books al-Hulal and wanted to hint at the need
of these hulal or robes for colourful adornments, hence the name
Washy al-Hulal. But the author was careful enough to indicate that
the book was no mere decoration but <0 £:
There is no verse that I left without clarifying
its meaning, analysing its syntax, and revealing
its complexities. Many a verse I relate to its
composer which hitherto was left unrelated, and
many a story I select and add the like of this
which contains uncountable commentaries,
explanations and references. I have not been
discouraged from compiling this book by the
numerous books written on al-Jumal, since the
authors of these books have only written
commentaries but left many problems unsolved.
This is but one example of many things the author writes in praise of
his own book.
1. Washy al-Hulal. P 2.A.
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la fact the book is very valuable as it sums up many preceding
books on the subject and the author is a remarkable person in his
field, being the teacher of Abu Hayyan, and Lisan ad-Din b.
al-Khatib, who was the teacher of Ibn Khaldun.• 9
Al-Labll wrote this book for the Berber caliph al-Mustan§ir,
Abu 'Abd Allah Muhammad b. Yahya al-Hintatl^. Al-Mustansir was
a king of great ambition and power who dominated Tunisia after the
death of his father in 647/1249. He then ruled after killing his
uncle and a group of Kharijites. He was a notable scholar, known
as a poet and with an inclination towards the traditionalists. To
this man al-Labli dedicated his book, having before that composed
in his praise some poetry and prose, describing him as the real
hope for the whole Islamic community. He was the first among the
HaffI family to adopt a caliphal title, and was finally made
Caliph when the bay*a was made to him in Mecca.
.5-, He ruled over the lands that were under his father's rule,
namely the regions of Bijaya and Constantin<2_. in addition to
Tunis, and also conquered Algiers. He finally died in the year
675/1275, his reign having lasted for 28 years, five months and
11 days. Al-Labll also praised the father of this caliph saying:
"The merit of my book over other books is as remarkable as the
1. Washy al-Hulal. F 2.B; Ibn Khaldun, vol.1, pp.280-96;
As-Suluk. pp.634-5; Sha.iarat adh-Dhahab. vol. 5, p.349;
Subh al-A'sha, vol. 5, p.127; Al-Ku'nis, p.143 ff;
Fafh at-Tib. vol. 2, p. 407; Sha.iarat an-Imr, p.144.
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merit of the great exalted Amir Abu Zakariyya over all princes,
the earlier ones and the later ones."^^
The name of this prince was Abu Zakariyya, Yahya b. 'Abd al-
(2)
Wahid. His father was employed by the family of 'Abd al-Mu'min
in Africa; he revolted against his brother Abu Muhammad 'Abd Allah,
entered Tunisia in Rajah 625/1227 and conquered Constantino and
Bijaya in 626/1228 which he captured from the family of 'Abd
al-Mu'min, and then extended his rule to Tilimsan which he also took
from them, and the people of al-Andalus pledged allegiance to him.
He used to look after affairs by himself and trust nobody. Ibn
al-Abbar recited his famous slnlyya poem before him. The poem
begins:
Save al-Andalus with your horses - (i.e. soldiers)
the horses of God,
The way to save it has indeed been lost.
Give it the victory it yearns for,
For only from you the pride of victory may
be sought.
- (3)
It is a long poem cited in Nafh at-'feb.
1. Washy al-Hulal, F 2,A.
2. Ibid., F.2,A. Al-Kanhal as-^afl. p.291; Ibn Khaldun, vol.6,
Al-Mu'.iib, p.406; Shadharat adh-Dhahab. vol.5, p.349; Subh
al A'sha. vol.5, p. 127: Sha.iarat an-Nur, p,138ff; Al-Hu'nis,
pp.132-4; Fawat al-Wafayat, vol.2, pp.632-3; Al-A'lam, vol.9, p.193.
3. Hafh at-T'xb, vol.6,p.200; Ibn Khaldun, vol.6,p.283ff; Sha.iarat
an-Nur. p.140; Naf|at-Tlb, vol.2,p.407; Shadharat adh-Dhahab,
vol.5, p.387; Bughyat al-Wu'at, vol.1, pp.491-2.
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When the caliph al-Mustansir received the book of Washy
al-Hulal, he handed it over to Abu 1-Hasan Ijazim b. Haziia the
grammarian, nicknamed al-An§ari al-Qar^ajanni,^ who composed a
poem in praise of al-Mustansir when he came to Tunisia.
The story goes that after the prince had handed the book over to
the latter, asking him to make a critical appraisal of it, it
happened that al-Labli visited the grammarian and found his own book
lying open in his hand. Al-Labli then quoted the verse: "The
(2)
approving eye is not capable of seeking faults". He was obviously
hinting to his friend to be kind and hide any mistakes he might
find. But his friend was keen to protect the integrity of his
scholarship and answered: "Abu Ja'far, you are my master and my
brother but this is the king's command [referring to al-Kustan^ir]
and it can only be borne honestly and without bias." Al-Labli
then requested him to show him what the mistakes were, which he
(3)
did. Al-Labli then omitted or corrected those mistakes.
Al-Labli was indeed fortunate in that he found somebody to
revise and correct his Washy al-Hulal just as had been the case with
the Jumal with which it is so intimately related. Al-Labli was so
fond of his book that he wrote: "If any scholar who has high taste
in bayan and great command of the language reads my book, it
1. Nafh at-fib, vol. 2, p.407; Bughyat al-Wu'at, vol.1, p.491;
Shadharat adh-Dhahab, vol.5, pp.378, 388.
2. Nafh at-*yib, vol.2, p.407.
3. Nafh at-TIb, vol.2, p.407; Sha.jarat an-ITur. p.198.
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immediately becomes clear to them that it is by far better than all
the books in the subject. It is so evident that it hardly needs
evidence".He then quotes al-Mutanabbl: "How can anything be
(2)
valid in the mind if Daylight needed evidence?" Nevertheless the
virtue of al-Labll is that he accepted criticism and opened his
heart for it - a spirit only found with real scholars.
The method of al-Labll in citing his shawahid is as follows:
First, he quotes az-Zajjajl, saying; "Az-Zajjajl cites in such and such
chapter ..." then he writes: "Ahmad [meaning himself] comments, may
Allah be graceful to him", and this expression does not change
throughout the book. He follows this by referring the quotation to
the author explaining where there is uncertainty about the author.
Next he narrates a certain amount of information about the author -
the amount varies from a few words to, on occasion, more than a
page. He sometimes quotes other verses from the same poem in which
the verse occurs. Then he moves to explaining the quotation itself,
treating it under three headings: language, meaning and grammatical
analysis (i'rab). In the first category, language, he deals with
the vocabulary, treating each lexical item elaborately. He vowels
the words and discusses the different possible readings. When
discussing meaning, he simply explains the meaning of the verse.
In the section on grammatical analysis he begins by stating the rule
which az-Zajjajl has provided the quotation to illustrate. He then
analyses it grammatically in an adequate way, pointing out the
1. Washy al-Hulal. F 2,A.
2. Dlwan al-Hutanabbi with al-'TJkburl's Commentary, vol.2, p.76.
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regents ( 'awamil), the inflexion (i' rah) and explaining all the
different opinions on the questions involved. In his analysis he
not only provides the kind of analysis that corresponds to the
obvious meaning but also discusses all possibilities, even remote
and far-fetched ideas. Every now and then al-Labli also digresses
intoa~discussion of metre. In discussing the different opinions
in grammar, al-Lablx is normally controversial and bold in refuting
the arguments of scholars with whom he does not agree - even great
scholars like Ibn Hisham (p.207), or Ibn Kaysan (p.224), finding
their arguments weak. He even finds faults in Ibn Hisham's quotation
of Sxbawayhi and refers to al-Kitab (p.223). He shows a scholar's
refraining from bias in these discussions as, for example, on p.44,
where ash-Shalawbxn argues against Ibn Hisham and al-Lablx does not
support his teacher blindly, but argues that if Ibn Hisham meant
so and so, he is wrong, but if he meant so and so^ he is right. The
story is too long to be quoted here. Similarly, he quotes a
discussion in which the teacher of his teacher ash-Shalawbln
expresses an opinion and alleges that Ibn Hisham did not understand
what Abu 1-Hasan al-Akhdar means (p.179). Like all other grammarians,
he has great regard for Sxbawayhi but he still prefers another
opinion over that of Sxbawayhi in a certain question (p.62). On
other points he criticizes az-Zajjajx as in the verse,
Mu'awiyatu innana basharun fa-sjah
fa-lasna bi-l-jibali wa-la 1-hadxda
There he feels that the verse should be quoted in the chapter about
kana rather thahAthe conjunction"az-Zajjajx has done (pp.105, 106).
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Similarly, concerning quotation No.161 (p.493), he points out that
az-Zajjajl should classify the verse as an exception to the weak verb
rather than an exception to assimilation.
Generally speaking, al-Labll's views show him to be inclined
towards the Ba§rl school of grammar. He says for example that
Tamyiz may only be indefinite, (p.26). Also he writes that the
ism al-fa'il does not have the sense of the perfect (midi); this
view is opposed to that of al-Kisa'x and his school (p.168).
It may be noted that al-Labll copies in various places in his
book from other scholars without referring to their books. However,
he criticizes others strongly for doing so. For example, on p.14
he claims that "az-Zamakhsharl copies from Ibn as-Slrafl without
giving references, thus making it seem as if the quotation is his
own." Subsequently, in various parts of his book, al-Labll himself
copies a total of about 61 lines from Ibn as-SIrafl and gives no
references.^
From Ibn as-Sld, he copies a total of nine scattered lines;
some from I^lah al-Khalal. some from al-Hulal fl Sharh Abyat al-
t i (2)Jumal.
From al-A'lam al-Shantamarl he copies a total of 14 lines
1. See p.240 fn.3, p.323 fn.l, p.345 fn.6, pp.401-2 fn.3,
p.407 fn.l, p.467 fn.2, p.469 fn.4, p.470 fn.5, p.491 fn.l.
2. See p.245 fn.6, p.333 fn.2.
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(!) (2)
scattered ^ his book. From al-Lakhml he copies four lines
(3)
while from Ibn Yas'un he copies four lines . In all these
quotations he gives no reference at all.
Apart from this he also refers a quotation mistakenly to Ibn
-(4)as-Sirafl which rightly belongs to Ibn Muhammad al-A'rabl
Similarly, he refers a statement to Ibn as-Sid which really belongs
(5)
to Ibn as-Sirafi.
In two cases (pp. 104, 485) he discusses a problem very briefly,
saying he has discussed it at length in a different book. In the
latter case he names the book as his Bughyat al-Amal.
Sometimes he delays the discussion of a problem for a later
chapter, but in the chapter refers it to another book (pp. 316, 318).
At the end of discussing each shahid, al-Labli concludes the
discussion with such expressions as "God knows better" or "Kay God
grant success". This generally is al-Labli's method, although he
does not follow it rigidly, for sometimes, especially towards the
end of the book, he frequently writes that there is nothing that
needs explanation in the verse. He also becomes more selective of
the words and expression subjected to grammatical analysis which
1. See pp.364-65 fn.l, p.466 fn.3, p.468 fn.l, p.469 fn.6, p.484
fn.3, p.485 fn.l.
2. See p.422 fn.3 and p.499 fn.3.
3. p.456 fn.l.
4. See p.253 fn.2.
5. P.234 fn.l.
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are clear and straightforward but occasionally repetitive. This
repetition may be due to his being keen to clarify his point.
Washy al-Hulal is a good example of books written on the
shawahid in Arabic. While its material is not particularly original,
it is clearly expressed, containing much interesting material
including anecdotes, amusing literary passages, and various
grammatical and literary observations, and reflects the breadth of
his scholarship. The reader, therefore, moves on from one theme
to another, gaining knowledge and yet avoiding boredom.
Al-Lablx refers to a great number of the famous scholars of
grammar, for example al-Khali1, Abu «Amr b. al-'Ala', Slbawayhi,
al-Mubarrid, al-Farisi, az-Zajjaji, Ibn as-Sxrafi, al-A'lam,
Hazim b. Abi Hazim and Ibn Hisham al-Sabtl. Similarly, al-Labli's
books referred to by certain later sources. Az-Zabidi
quotes him in Taj al-'Arus under the item qarqar^. where the story
of Abu Khirash al-Hudhall is quoted from Bughyat al-lmal (p.93)
and al-Baghdadx in the introduction of Khizanat al-Adab mentions
that he has read the commentary of Adab al-Katib by al-Labl£ and
the Sharh Abyat Adab al-Katib also, as well as Sharh I^lah al-Hantiq
and various others.
There is only one extant manuscript of the book (Bar al-Kutub,
Khu§usiyya 3 Hahw sh. 'UmSmiyya 42748). It consists of 67 folios,
and each page has 33 lines, the average number of words in a line
1. Ta.i al-'Arus 2, 557; 3, 491.
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being 16. It is written in a fully vocalised Maghrib! script in
a poor hand which is difficult to read. Apart from the bad
handwriting, the manuscript is full of mistakes in grammar and
spelling, with words and phrases omitted and others added in an
arbitrary manner. The manuscript consists of two parts; the first
one ends on the first page of f.34, where it is concluded with the
statement "success comes from God, may His name be exalted. Here
ends the first part of Sharh Abyat al-Jumal. praise be to God, Lord
of all beings." There is a correction on the margin which reads
n.i.' Washy al-ffulal to be placed between and Sharh in the
expression al-.iuz' al-awwal .¥*">—i Sharh. The sentence should therefore
be: min Washy al-Hulal f! Sharh Abyat al-Jumal. The second part
being on The second page of f.34, where the author says: It is
recited on the chapter of subjects (agents) and objects which have
the same effect upon one another'
The verses are written in red ink as are some words which are
to be explained and headings for shawahid such as "language",
"meaning" and "i'rab". The introductory expression "he said may
God be graceful to him" is also written in red. Some margins have
a few slight but sometimes significant corrections.
It seems most probable that the whole is written by one scribe
and is copied from another manuscript. The text is concluded with
the following paragraph:
The book is completed, praise be to God, with His
aid and support, praise be to God the Lord of all
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beings. May God bless and grant peace to our
prophet the seal of prophets and leader of
messengers. It completed on Thursday
morning the 7th of Huharram of the year 857/1453
[244 years after the death of the author].
It h Vj2>0©» written for his own sake and
for the sake of whoever God wills after him,
by the humble servant who confesses his own sins
and is most in need of God's mercy, Muhammad b.
Ibrahim b. 4Abd al-'AzIz Ibrahim as-Sinhaji
known as 'Arraf ...^^
This is followed by a succession of names of owners of the book.
This scribe has also irrelevantly inserted (p.23l) two verses
in connection with the Arabs' method of replying to insults.
The first page of the book contains in a modern hand the name
of the author and that of the book and the owner whose collection
passed later to the Dar al-Kutub. The latter is Muhammad Mahmud b.
at-Talamld at-Tirkizi ash-Shinqiti, who was a poet, a man of letters
and a scholar of language. He was born in Shinqi^ (Mauritania) and
stayed in Egypt and Mecca for some time. He was sent by the
Ottoman government to Spain in order to examine the manuscripts
available there. On his return he resigned from office and his
notes were neglected. He nevertheless wrote a number of useful books.
1. Washy al-Ffulal. F 67,B.
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He died in the year 1322/1904 in Cairo.^ The manuscript contains
a reference to the date when he came to own it (the end of Ramadan
1282/1865), and the place is al-Madina. He also writes, "The book
has been donated as an endowment for the heirs of the owner
according to their legal succession of inheritance. Whoever changes
it will bear the sin for it." There is also mentioned the name of
Ibn Qadir ash-Sharif, who records the shahada and other pious
sentiments. I have not been able to find a biography of this person.
It finally contains the stamp of Dar al-Kutub al-Misriyya
(al-Kutubkhana al-Khidaywiyya al-Ki^riyya).
1. Al-A'lam. 7, p.311
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THS TEXT OF THE WASHY AL-KULAL
As mentioned, above, the Wa3hy al-Hulal exists in a unique
manuscript which is unfortunately in a far from satisfactory
condition, containing a large number of lacunae and omissions,
arbitrary additions of words and phrases, and mistakes in grammar
and spelling. The poor condition of the text and the fact that no
other manuscripts are available for comparison has made the editor's
task in attempting to reconstruct the original particularly
difficult. The method adopted in dealing with this manuscript has
been as follows.
First, to rewrite the text correcting all the grammatical and
spelling mistakes, filling the gaps that have occurred in the text,
presumably through the faults of the scribes who copied it.
Wherever possible, the missing word or sentence has been provided,
bearing in mind that the text is not in the author's own script, for
if it were one would be tempted to leave it as it is, since it would
be indicative of the author's education. However, adequate reference
has been given in the to any addition or changes made.
Second, to add the inflexional signs where necessary and explain
words or phrases where need be.
Third, to give references of Qur'anic verses and quotations
from poetry and other sources, referring to sources if they have
not been mentioned in the text.
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Fourth, to point out quotations from other sources which
al-Labli failed to indicate as quotations.
Fifth, to indicate in the all the faults that the scribe
has made and the gaps he has left - a task made tv&ccie&ci. x by lack
of linguistic knowledge on the part of the scribe.
Sixth, to give the page number of the manuscript in the margin
of the edition for easy reference.
Seventh, to provide detailed indices divided into:
a) One for Qur'anic verses, arranged in the order of suras:
where there is more than one verse from the sura, these
are arranged in the order of the Qur'an.
b) One for traditions; because these are only a few, I have
arranged them in the order in which they appear in the
manuscript.
c) Verses of poetry arranged in the alphabetical order of
their rhymes.
d) Proper names arranged in alphabetical order.
e) Nations, tribes, groups and sects.
f) Places and towns, etc.
g) Chapters.
h) Sources and Bibliography.
All these are in alphabetical order; it is to be hoped that they x-rill




In the introductory section an examination of Arabic grammar
up to the 13th century AD concludes, as have other commentators, that
(i) the schools of Basra and Kufa may properly be regarded as
schools, (ii) the school of Basra placed greater reliance on Sama'
and (iii) the school of Kufa relied to a greater extent on analogy.
As far as the so-called Baghdad! school is concerned however,
there would not appear to be any evidence that it can likewise be
considered a school. The reason for this is that the grammarians
concerned simply borrowed from the two schools mentioned above, but
without any systematic approach. There was thus no identifiable
methodology or underlying philosophy.
The subsequent discussion of the so-called Andalus! school
concludes similarly that there was no such school. It is shown that
grammatical studies here were based originally on the Qur'an in
particular, and that Jud! b. 'Uthman, who began scientific
grammatical work in Spain, was a scholar of both the Basran and
Kufan schools. Moreover, there would seem to be no evidence that
Kufan grammar was introduced here before Basran; both schools would
appear to have gained currency at the same time.
A discussion then follows of the Kitab Slbawayhi with an
attempt to show the development that took place after its introduction
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into al-Andalus.
Next, there is further biographical and grammatical study of
other AndalusI scholars. A particularly interesting scholar is Ibn
Mada' who, in his discussion of the (Imil, rejects the traditional
explanations for the existence and use of inflexions in Arabic and
claims that the speaker himself selects the different inflexions.
He fails, however, to supply a logical basis upon which such a
choice might be made. We might in fact argue that the ''Imil' is
not the verb itself but is a sort of ma.iaz (metaphor). As regards
Taqdir and Ta'wil. it i3 agreed that overuse is self-defeating, but
that they are essential for the understanding of certain texts.
Where causality is concerned, the opinion of other commentators is
again confirmed, namely that since it is a universal phenomenon, it
must apply to language as well.
The second section of the introductory section is devoted to
the life and works of az-Zajjajl. His students and teachers are
mentioned, and special attention is given to al-Jumal. This is
because his verses were the subject of al-Labli's commentary in
Washy al-Hulal.
The final section concentrates on al-Labll. The political,
social and intellectual climate of al-Andalus up to the 13th century
A.Di is examined so that al-Labll can be placed in his historical
context. It is generally concluded here that in spite of the
considerable degree of unrest in the period, al-Andalus continued
to make cultural progress. Other scholars from al-Andalus who were
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teachers of al-Labli are then discussed, and additional ones from
Damascus and Cairo. A study of al-Labll's life, works and students
follows this. It is pointed out that he did not spend all his life
in his home town of Labia and it is suggested that he left it after
the Spanish conquest in 655/1257. Only three works of al-Labli
survive, including Washy al-Hulal. Particular attention is given
to Bughyat al-Amal where a considerable number of errors are found
in the published edition. In the discussion of Washy al-Hulal it
is stated that al-Labli took a critical approach to former scholars,
but he does not appear to have had any original ideas himself. An
outline of his commentary on the shawahld is given with its
tripartite division into language, meaning and inflexion. On the
negative side, it would appear that he is sometimes guilty of
copying without acknowledging sources, and that he occasionally gives
a faulty attribution. In spite of all this however, he proves an
excellent commentator and was an influential teacher.
2. The major part of the thesis is a reconstruction of a unique
manuscript of Washy al-Hulal which includes:
(i) correction of spelling and grammatical errors deriving
from scribes' limited knowledge of the language
(ii) the addition of inflexional signs
(iii) references
(iv) indication of quotations -unacknowledged by al-Labli
(v) correction of other errors made by the scribes
(vi) numbering of the pages
(vii) detailed indices.
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3. Recommendation for future research work.
Since only two works of al-Labll survive in addition to ¥ashy
al-Hulal, it would be of interest to edit these manuscripts.
Firstly, Tuhfat al-Ma.id as-Sarih fi Sharh Kitab al-Fasih, because
al-Maymani died before he was able to start work on it. Secondly,
Bughyat al-fonal fi Ma'rifat an-Nutq bi Jami< Kustaabalat al-Af'al.
This is becatxse an original manuscript has been discovered which
has none of the errors in the manuscript already worked on.
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